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following advantages:

Preface

• The optica l nonlinearity associated with the two-photon resonance of k-0 biexcitons is very
CuCI w hich is one of direct gap semiconductors,

is very famous due to the simp le s tru cture of

'
d the variety of the nonlinear optical
the lowes t exciton band reflecting the simple band structure an
phenomena associated with the two-photon resonan

ce of biexcitons. The exciton system in CuCI

d sys tems for the study of th e optical properties
has been investigated deeply as one o f th e mo e1
. .
Th fore many physical parameters of the exciton
associated w ith excitons and b!eXC!tons.
ere
'
sys tem in CuCI have been evaluate d very prec•·sely . Nowadays ' device orien ted researches on th is
· bY using this exciton system have been carried out
exciton system and tests of fundamenta I Phys •cs
on the bases of these precise know ledges.

large due to the giant oscillator strength effect and the resonance effect of the intermediate state
of this resonance.
• Such a nonlinearity exists in the transparent energy reg ion of the crystal reflecting the large
binding energy of a biexciton.
• The polarizatio n selection rule of this resonance is very simple du e to th e simp le symmetry of the
biexciton state.
Details of these advantages will be explained in Chapter l.
To examine the poss ibility of this system for the applications for such devices, quantitative

· d out in this th es is by using th e
Among such researches, following two subjects were carne
nonlinear spectroscopy methods:

estimation of
evaluation of

x"'

is necessary. However, there have been two serious problems that make th e

x"' associated with the two-photon resonance of biexcitons in CuCl difficult.

One is

the saturation effect that is observed even under the very low excitation intensity . The other is th e
· ·
. C u Cl an d r elevent
(1) Meas urement of the two-photon resonance of k-0 b!eXC!tons
m

x<'' precisel .v
large spectral width of the laser light from a conventional pulse dye laser sys tem , which bas been

by develop ing a high reso lution spectroscopy system.

used to measure the two-photon resonance of biexcitons in CuCI, compared with the very narrow

(2) Develop men t of a new method to investigate the k=O biexciton state and the coherency in~er e nt

level width of th e k-0 biex citon state. Therefore, a new light system to measure the two-photon

in th e Bose-Einstein condensation for the study of the poss ibility of th e Bos e-E instein
resonance of biexcitons at k-0 and to evaluate x01 precisely are demanded for further progress .
codensation of biexcitons in CuCI.
According to (2), the Bose-Einstein condensation in exciton systems is another incentive subject
that has been gathering much notice. Usually, excitons have been regard ed as polarizations when
According to (1), the discovery of systems with high efficiency nonlinear optical properties has
the optical responses of the exciton system are considered. On the other hand, an exciton can be
been one of the incentive subjest in device oriented researches because such systems will lead to
develop the fundamental aspects of physics, such as in the generation of the squeezed state light
and the number state light, as well as the optically controlled data process ing devices, such as th e
fast-respondent optical swiching. For these purposes, a large optical nonlinearity, i.e.,

x<'',

regarded as a particle (quasi-particle) that has mass and can move freely in the crystal. An exciton
or a biexciton, which is composed of even number of Fermi particles, is regarded as a Bose
particle. Therefore, it has been expected that the phase transition to the Bose-Einstein condensation

in a
occurs when a high density of excitons or biexcitons is created at a low temperature. Biexciton

transparent region of the medium is necessary . The two-photon resonance of k-0 biexcitons in
system in CuCI is one of the candidates to realize and examine the Bose-Einstein condensation
CuCI is one of the most hopeful candidates {k is the wave number of biexcitons) because of the
because of the following advantages:
-1-

-2-

• Biexciton state is very stable due to the large binding energy of a bicxciton.
• Precise knowledge about the dispersion of biexcitons, i.e., the effective mass of biexcitons, has
been obtained.
• Various optical nonlinear phenomena associated with the giant two-pho ton resonance of
biexcitons are observed .
Details of these advantages will be also exp lained in Chapter 1.
Conventionally, method to study the distribution of biexcitons in momentum space has been due
to the analysis of their emission s pectra . How ever, by this method , it is not so easy to obtain
informations abo ut the k=O biexcitons, i.e., biexcitons of zero momentum, and the coherency
inherent in the Bose-Einstein condensation which are very important in the study of the BoseEinstein condensation. Therefore, a new method is demanded to overcom e these difficulties.

The structure of this thes is is as follows:
In chapter 1, fundamental concepts which relate to this work are g iven briefly. Excitons and
biexcitons in CuCl are ex plained firstly in details. Secondly, th e origin of the g iant two-photon
resonance of biexcitons is explained . lAstly, the Bose-Einstein condensation in exciton system is
explained.
In chapter 2, an explanation abo ut the preparation of samples is given. The method to evaluate
the sample quality is also explained because it was found that the sample quality affected the res ults
of th e experimen't very much .
In chapter 3, the experimental s tudy on k--0 biexciton state by hig h resolution polarization
spectroscopy is explained.
In chapter 4, the experimental study on the k-0 biexcitons by phase conjugation spectroscopy
for the Bose-Einstein condensation of biexcitons is explained.
In chapter 5, conclusions of this work and the future prospects are given .
In Appendices, theo retical backgrounds and other experimental studies which relate to this work

arc exp lain ed briefly .

1. Generalities
----- ~

__ .....

1-1. Exciton system in CuCI

.,... .... ..-

:
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1-1-1. Excitons in CuCI

I
I
I
I
I

CuCI is an ionic semiconductor composed of Cu' and c 1· crys tallized in the zin cblend e lattice that
I

is shown in Fig.1-l. Its symmetry is T.' (F43m) in space group. Because CuCI is a direct gap
semiconductor, i.e., the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band are located
at r point, the symmetry of CuCl can be treated as T, (43m) in point group when the optical

I
I

------ -- _-.
l .... ~~~
Fig.1-1 Structure of z incbl en de lattice

transitions are considered.
The band structu re of CuCl is shown in Fig.1-2, schematically. The cond uction band is mainly
composed by 4s -orb itral of Cu' and its sy mm etry is r •. The valence band is a hybrid of 3d-orbital

E A

of Cu' and 3p-orbital of c1· and its symmetry is r .+ r a. The va lence band splits into r.-band and r.Conduction band
band by the spin-orbit interaction . The energy relation between these r .-band and r a-band is
determin ed by the ratio between d-orbital and p-orbital. ln CuCI, non-degenerated r.-band is
located at higher energy position th an th at of r a-band'"·
Valence band
Th e lowes t energy exciton band in CuCl originates from the coupling of an electron in r,conduction band and a hole in r.-valence band . lt is well known that this exciton band is very
simple reflecting the non -degenerate character of the valence band. This exciton band is called the
z,-exciton band . On the other hand , the exciton band that originates from the coupling of an

r

k

electron in r .-conduction band and a hole in r.-valence band is called th e z,_,-exciton band. The
Fig.1-2 Band structure near r point in CuCl
reflection spectrum and the transmission spectrum of CuCl are s hown in Fig.1-3 and Fig.1-4,

Valence band splits into two bands. The non-degenerate r.-band

respectively m. Th e structures appeared around 3868 A (3 . 204eY) , 3786 A (3. 275eV) and 3683 A

locates at higher energy position than that of the degenerate ra-band
contrary to oth er copper halide crystals.

-5-
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(3. 366cV) arc due to the z,-ls exciton, the Zu-ls exciton and the z,-2s exciton, respecti vely.
In this work, we will be interested mainly in the z,-ls exciton . Because the envelope fu nction of
this exciton is s-orbital function, the symmetry of this exciton is given as follows:

(1-1).
The r,-exciton is a mixed state of spin sing let and spin triplet states and splits in to a non-degenerate

R(:;.)'

100~

;

80

60

long itu dinal exciton state and a twofold degenerate transverse exciton s tate by the d ipole-dipole
interaction. It is well- known that the trans verse exciton in CuCl coup les w ith a pho ton s trong ly and
produ ces a polariton. On the oth er hand , the r.-exciton is pure s pin tr ip let state, th en optica lly
forbid de n. This exciton s tate becomes optically allowed in th e presence of a magnetic field or an
ax ial s tress<'>. The splittings of the z,-exciton band are s umm arized in Fig l-5 . Hereaft er, th e r ,Fig. l-3 Reflection spectrum of CuCl at 4 .2K <•l
trans verse exciton, the r ,-long itudinal exciton and th e r .-exciton are expressed in this th es is as Texciton, L-exciton and !-exciton, res pectively.

T

~~

~

,

c

~

~
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,.0

"""'
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T
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I I I I II

I
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Fig . l-4 Absorption spectrum of CuCl thin film at 4 .2K <'l
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1-1-2. Bicx citons in CuC I

Two excitons with mutually opposite spins of their electrons and holes attract each other
resulting in a bound state of two excitons similar to a hydrogen molecule or a positronium
molecule. This bound state is called a biexciton or an excitonic molecule. According to the theory''',
biexciton is s table for any values of the electron-hole masses ratio, o=m./m •. The energy levels of

L-exciton

biexcitons and excitons and optically allowed transitions are show n in Fig.1-6''X'>. In CuCl, only r,
-biexciton has been found sofar. Hereafter, "biexciton in CuCl" in this thesis means the r,-

r'
T-exciton

biexciton.
Figure 1-7 shows the dis persion curves of the biexciton and the L-exciton and th e T-exciton

r,

t-exciton
polariton in a wide range of wave number about one-fifth of the Brillouin zone obtained by Mita et

spin exchange
interaction

dipole dipole
interaction

al., experimentally<n. It is clear that the effective mass approximation is valid for this system. This
is the definite evidence of the presence of biexcitons and excitons and strong support for the

Fig.1-5 Splittings of the Zt-1s exciton band at r point
L-cxciton, T-exciton and t-exciton represent th e f s- longitudinal, th e r ,-

validity of the particle picture of biexct ions and excitons. From this meas urement, th e effective
masses of the biexciton, the L-exciton and the T-exciton are obtained to be m.=5.29mo,

transvcrse and the r,-exciton states, respectiv ely.
mL=3.14mo and mT=2.3mo, respectively, where mo is the free electron mass.
When a high density of excitons is generated in a crystal, biexcitons are generated through
bimolecular collis ions of excitons<•x•>. A biexciton emits a photon leaving an exciton behind as
shown in Fig.l-6. This emission is called M-emission. Fig.l -8 shows the emission spectrum
around the z,-exciton band at several excitation intensities. The emissions that appear under a weak
excitation show linear dependence on the excitation intensity . The emissions denoted by Ex -2LO
and J, in the figure (a) are the 2LO-phonon side band emission of the T-exciton polariton and the
emission of an exciton bound to a neutral acceptor, respectively. As the excitation intensity
increases, the structures denoted by MT and ML appear and increase remarkably as shown in the
figure (b) and (c). These emissions are the M-emission mentioned above. The emission of a
biexciton leaving aT-exciton behind is called the MT-emission . In turn, the emission of a biexciton

-9 -

-10-

leavi ng an L-excito n beh in d is called the M,-emiss io n.
Du e to th e difference between the effecti ve masses of excitons an d b iexcito ns, the sh ap e of the
M-emiss io n reflects the distri bution of b iexc itons in mo men tum s pace as will be s hown in
Ch apter 4 .
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1-2. Giant two-photon absorption (GTA) of biexcitons

CuCl 2K

-+-

Ex-2LO

Band Pass

(a)

Jt is well-known that the biexcitons in CuCl can be created by the two-photon transition from
crystal ground state directly. This transition is called the giant two-photon absorption (GTA}
because its efficiency is very large both due to the giant oscillator strength effects and due to the
resonant effect of the intermediate state of this transition'"X"XllX">. An example of the transmission
spectra around the GTA band is shown in Fig.1-9. In this case, a single laser beam was used. A
large absorption that is comparable to the exciton absorption appears at the two-photon resonant
energy of biexcitons as shown in Fig.1-9(b). Following the large

xm

associated with this two-

photon resonance, the third order nonlinear optical phenomena such as the resonant two-photon
Raman scattering , the four wave mixing and the nonlinear polarization rotation occur at GTA
remarkably. The dispersion curves of the biexciton and the L-exciton and the T-exciton polariton
shown in Fig.1-7 were obtained by using the two-photon Raman scattering"'.
Besides the very large

x"'. there are following characteristics in this transition:

1) The polarization selection rule for this two-photon transition is very simple. The efficiency of
the two-photon transition to r.-biexcitons is proportional to the scalar products of the
polarization vectors of the related two photons''x". This is the reason why the two-photon
absorption of biexcitons did not appear when a circular polarized single laser light beam was

3.14

3.15

3.16

3.17

3.18

3.19
used for the excitation as shown in Fig.1-9(a). This ch.aracteristic is very irnporant when one is

Photon Energy

( e Y)

Fig.1-8 Band edge emissions of a CuCl single crystal at several excitation
intensities at 2K
The emissions denoted by Ex-2LO and 1, are the 2LO-phonon side
band emission of the T-exciton polariton and the emission of an
exciton bound, respectively . The emissions denoted by MT and ML are
biexciton emissions.
Excitation intensity increases from (a) to (c).

interested in the photon statistics or the photon correlation between two photons contributing to
this transition.
2) One can choose the wave number of excited biexctions by adjusting the combination of the
photon energies and directions of relevant two photons that contribute the two-photon excitation
of biexcitons as shown in Fig.1-10.
In this work, k-0 biexcitons are examined. There are following additional advantages in the two
-photon resonance of k-0 biexctions:

-13-

-14-

1) As the result of the large binding energy of a biexciton in CuCI which is about 32meV, the twophoton absorption of k-0 biexctions locates in a transparent energy region of the crystal. For
the degenerate two-photon absorption, the corresponding photon energy is 16meV below the
exciton reso nance. This is the case shown in Fig.1-9(b). This character istic, which means that

CuCI2K
(a)

-tLaser

this trans ition is almost free from linear absorption, is very important for the applications such as
a generator of th e sq ueezed lig ht.
2) As can be seen in Fig.1-10, th e two-photon transition to the k-0 biexciton state does not
accompany the real excitation of excitons contraty to the transition to biexcitons of a large k. In

(b)

this case, the transien t time of the intermediate T-exciton res ponce is expected to be very fast.
H .Akiyama et. a] measured the time response of th e nonlinear polarizaion rotation signal
associated with the two-photon resonance of biexcitons in CuCI from the view of the application
of ultra fast optical switching<"'. They found that the time response is of the order of 1ps.
On the other hand, M. Kuwata et al. measured the wave number dependence of the biexciton

0

linewidth by the two-photon polarization spectroscopy<"'. The res ults is shown in Fig . 1-11. The
lin ew idth increases ask increases. They analized this broadening with the increase of the biexciton
relaxation with an acoustic phonon emission. The result is shown by the solid curve in the figure.

QL___J __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
3.19
3.18

~--------~

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

On the other hand , biexcitons of small k are free from single acoustic phonon scattering .
Therefore, the relaxation of k-0 biexcitons is thought to be determined by the radiative processes.
This means that the quantum yield of the k-0 biexciton emission is very large. This will be very

Fig.1-9 Transmission spectra around the GTA band of CuCI obtained with a
circular polarized single laser beam (a) and a linear polarized single
laser beam (b) at 2K
Th e intensity of the excitation light was 4MW/cm'.

-15-

important for the application of this system to quantum optics.

-16-

Bicxcito n
l arge k

.•
""-

l\86\

1.
ko

Fig.1-10 Schematic illustration of the two-photon excitation of biexciton state
of a small wave number (k=O, 2ko) and a large wave number (after

Fig.1-11 Wave number dependence of biexciton linewidth of CuCl at 1.6K
measured by the two-photon polarization spectroscopy '"'
Solid curve represents the best f it results theoretically obtained.

ref. (7))
Biexcitons of a lerge wave number are excited via the T-exciton state.

-17-
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attractive, two exciton s co mpose a biexcito n'' '. A biexcito n is th e s tab les t electro n-ho le co mplex up

1-4. Bose-Einstein con densatio n (BEC) in the excito n sys tem

to the relati vely hig h dens ity of biexcitons s atis fying th e conditio n o f n.a.'< l, w here n. and a. are
An exciton or a biexciton, which is composed of even num ber of F ermi particles , can be

the density and the radiu s of a biexciton. Therefore, the biexcito n s ys tem is th e firs t candid ate fo r

• 1 · th tow dens ity limit. Sin ce the firs t th eoretical work predicting the
regarded as a Bose partie e m e

possible quasi-equibibrium BEC. The only exception is the excitons sys tem in Cu ,Q. In this

I. M. Blatt et al. '"', it has been expected that the phase

system, 1s-exciton is thought to be the stablest electron-hole complex in th e high densit y limit

transition tO the BEC occurs when a high density of excitonic particles such as excitons and

because of the repulsiv e exction-exciton potential due to the strong electron-hole exchange

BEC of exciton s by

s .A. Moskalenko'"' and

interaction and nearly equal electron and hole effective masses. The BEC of exc itons in Cu,Q has

biexcitons is created at a low temperature.
There are several features in the exciton system in connection with BEC phenomenon:

been studied by several groups'"X"""''·

1) The first feature is due to the light effective mass of excitons . Typical effective masses of

Moreover, the biexciton system in CuCI is a suitable system to examine the BEC because the

excitonic particles are of the order of the free electron mass. As shown in Appendix A, the id eal

binding energy of biexciton is very large , i.e., the biexciton state is stable even in high density

Bose gas model predicts a critical density n' for the BEC as

regime . The effective mass has been already precisely evaluated and the validity of the effective
mass approximation of biexcitons at the vicinity of k=O is verified in next chapter. Furthermore, as

(1-2) ,

explained in the foregoing sections, the exciton system in CuCI has been studied in details as a

where m, ko and T are the mass of the particle, Boltzmann constant and the temperature of the

model system to examine optical properties associated with the excitons and biexcitons . Therefore,

s ystem, respectiv ely . Therefore, one can expect the critical densit y is rather low in comp aris on

many physical param eters of CuCI have been evaluated precisely as shown in Table 1. This allows

with oth er system such as liquid 'He.

a direct numerical modeling of the experimental results.

2) The second feature stems from the fact that the density of excitonic particles can be easily
controlled by changing the. intensity of the excitation light.
3) The third feature relates to a finite lifetime of an excitonic particle. An exciton has a probability
to recombine with a photon emission . This emission gives the information about the distribution
of excitonic particles in mom em tum space.
However at the same time, the finite lifetime of the excitonic particles causes a difficulty to the
BEC phenomenon . In order to define such thermodynamical concepts as temperature and chemical
potential of the system, it is necessary for the system to achieve quasi-thermal equilibrium within
their lifetime. However, this feature puts forward a new fundamental theoretical problem of the
very first stage of the quasi-equilibrium BEC dynamics.
Usually, since the interaction between excitons with mutually opposite spin structure is

-19-
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2. Sample preparation and its characterization

Table 1 Parameters in CuCl (2K)
Zincblende

Crystal s tructure

Usually, sample quality is crucial for the experimental results. In this chaper, the preparation of

Symmetry

T!

Lattice constant

0.5409 nm c>t>

Sound velocity (LA phonon)

u = 3.6 x 10' cm/s (22>

LO phonon energy

Ew = 25.9 mev(23>

TO phonon energy

Ero= 20.2 mev(23>

Static dielecric constant

Eo= 7.5

samples and the characterization of the sample quality are described in details.

2-1. Purification and crystallization

(U)

High quality powder of CuCl (Wake chemical co.) was purified several times by the vacuum

=3.7 <'-'>

sublimation method. Then, purification was done by the zone-melting method in hydrogen

High frequency dielectric constant

E

Band gap energy

E..,= 3.399 ev"'>

atmosphere. After this procedure, materials were kept in a vacuum desiccator because they suffer
considerably much damage by the humidity in open air.

z,-1s exciton

A few grams of the material were put in a quartz tube, which had been previously washed by

!-exciton energy

E.= 3.1997 ev<U>

T -exciton energy

ET = 3.2022 eV <7l

L-exciton energy

Ec= 3.2079 ev<7l

Effective mass ofT-exciton

mT= 2.3 mo

Effective mass of L-exciton

mL = 3.14mo <7l

vapor phase during 4-5 days. Several platelet crystals of the thickness about 10 ~m and the

LT splitting energy

6.LT= 5 . 7 meV(1)

diameter about 1-5mm were obtained.

Binding energy

G" = 190 mev "'>

Bohr radius

au= 0.703 nm"')

Deformation potential energy·

E..'= -0.4 ev"'>

Background dielectric constant

Eo= 5.59P>

king water and baked. Hereafter, we call this tube a sample tube. The sample tube was sealed with
high quality AI buffer gas with a pressure of about 360mmHg. Then, the temperature of the tube
around the material was kept about 415 · C by a furnace . Single crystal platelets were grown in the

!7l

Special attention was given to avoid the mechanical damages of the crystals. Between the
experiments, samples were kept in the vacuum desiccator.

Biexciton
Biexciton energy

E..= 6.3722 ev">

Effective mass of biexcitons

m.

Binding energy

G.= 32 mevn•>

Deformation potential energy

E.'= 0. 72 eV'""'
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=5.29 mo <'>
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2-2. Characterization

conditions. The differences of the sample qualities are observable for the samples grown in the
different sample tubes. Sometimes, the differences of the qualities are observed even if they were

52

1: = 4ns

-

\

I

Ex-1LO
I

Ex-2LO
I

Vl

·c::J

Ex

11

(a)li38(14JJm)

Usually, the qualities of the samples are not same even if they were prepared in almost the same

I

12
I

.d
'-

grown in the same sample tube.

n:1

Recently, T.Ikehara et al. measured the lifetime of the T-exciton polariton and compared it with
the band edge emissions of CuCl crystals(JO>. The emission spectra of three samples of different
qualities und er the photo-excitation of the Zu-exciton band are shown in Fig. 2-1. In the first

>-

t:

(f)

z

(b) #9A(14)Jm)
1:=1-lns

w
1-

z

w

sample where the lifetime of the T-exeiton polariton is long (the quality of this sample is thought to

u

be good here), the shapes of the resonance emission of the T-exciton polaritons, which is denoted

u

z·

w

(f)

by Ex in the figure, and its 2LO-phonon side band emission are sharp. The corresponding

w

luminescence inten sities are strong. Here, the T-exciton polaritons can relax to the bottle neck of

~

z

(c) lt 14A(14)Jm)
-c <0-5ns

::::J
_J

x3

the dispersion by the scattering on the acoustic phonons. It happens because the lifetime of the Texciton polaritons is longer than the charactaristic scattering tim e. On the other hand, the shapes of
the resonance emission of the T-exciton polaritons and its 2LO-phonon side band emission are

PHOTON ENERGY

deformed and their intensities are weak in the sample of low quality . These phenomena are thought
to be due to the relative increase of the number of excitons that are destroy ed before reaching the
bottle neck .
Because the results of this experiment depend on the sample quality very much as will be
mentioned in Chapter 4, the sample quality was checked by comparison with the results obtained
by T.Ikehara et al. before s tarting the experiments.

Fig.2-l Emission spectra in three different samples with the same thickness
under the excitation of the Zu-exciton of CuCl at 2K ""
The emissions denoted by Ex, Ex-2LO and J, in the figure (a) are the
reso nance emission of the T-exciton polariton, its I LO-phonon side
band emission and its 2LO-phonon side band emission, respectively.
The emissions denoted by S2, 11 and 12 are extrinsic bound exciton

emission.
The lifetime,

1:,

for the total number of the T -exciton polariton in each

sample is shown on the left-hand side of each curve, which is
evaluated from the decay time of the spectrally integrated intensity of
the Ex-2LO emission.
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3

_ Hig h reso lutio n two- ph oton polarizat ion spectroscopy on the k-0 b iexciton s tate

3-1. Introduction

As mentioned in Chapter 1, an extremely large optical non linearity of the two-photon resonance

CuCl (l.6K)

of biexcitons takes place for the pho ton energy in a trans parent s pectral reg ion of the crystal. The
quantitativ e evalu ations of this nonlin earity, i.e., the mag nitude of

x"'.

ass ociated with th e two-

photon resonance of k-0 biexcitons had been carried out by the s everal methods such as two photon absorption, optical phase conjugation and nonlinear polarization rotation. The reported peak
values of

1xml

ranging between 10·' and 10·' esu in dependence on the type of samples and the

detection methods. N.Nagasawa et al. attempted to remove thes e inconsistencies and to determine

(/J

z
a reliable value of

I x"'l

in an international cooperative project in the fram ework of the CNRS-

JSPS Sientific Program"''. They found that the two-photon polarization spectroscopy is the most
precise method . They obtained the peak value of

I x"' I

silica substrates to be 5 X 10·' esu . The peak value of

in thin CuCI films evaporated on fused

I x"' I

w
b

z
.....l

-<

z
u;

()

for single crystals has been measured

to be 5.4 X 10·' esu as a lower limit.
There are two serious problems that make it difficult to

evaluate

I x''' I

for single crystals

precisely: One is the saturation effect of the relevant optical nonlinearity. Typical examples of the

10--<

100

10

signal intensity and the width of the two-photon resonance as a function of the excitation intensity
are shown in Fig .3-l and Fig.3-2, respectivelyo•xm As seen in the figures, the saturation of the

PUMP-BEAM INTENSITY
peak value of

I xml

I

KW /em'

I

together with the intensity-dependent broadening of the spectral width of the

resonance are observed even under the very low excitation intensity. Therefore, one has to analize
the signal within the lowest order approximation. The other problem is the large spectral width of

Fig. 3-l Dependence of the nonlinear polarization rotation sig nal measured at
the resonance peak on the exciation laser intensity""
Solid line represents a quadratic law.

the laser light from a conventional pulse dye laser system compared with the true width of the
biexciton state. Usually, th e spectral width of the signal which resonate with the k-0 biexciton state

-25-
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at the lowest excitation lev el corres ponds to the laser s pectral limit as can be seen in Fig.3 -2 . Th e
level w idth of th e k- 0 biexciton state is thought to be very narrow of th e order of - 1011eV.
Therefore, one has to deconvolute the signal spectum to obtain th e correct value of

I x0 '1

However, it is not easy to apply the deconvolution technique to the nonlinear spectroscop y.
On the other hand , when the distribution of biexcitons in momentum space is considered, the
effective mas s approximation of biexcitons is usually assum ed. The effective mass approximation

CuCl (l.GK)

of biexcitons in CuCl was verified in a wide range of Brillouin zone experimentally by Mita et a!.

1.0

as mentioned in Chapter 1. However, the validity of this approximation in the vicinity of the k ~ O
state has not been confirmed clearly as can be seen in Fig.l-7. S.Shimano eta!. measured th e

0

optical Stark effects on the k=2k, biexcion state, where k, is the wave number of the excitation light

o• o
0

whose photon energy is E./2'"'. They obtained in their experiment that the k=O state located at

0
0

lower energy position than that of the k=2k, state. On the other hand, A. L. Ivan ow et a!. recently

0.1

laser line width

0.04 meV

discussed an anomal change of the dispersion curve of biexcitons in CuCl in the close vicinity of k
=0 theoretically using the biexciton wave function that includes the polariton effects'"'. They

P olarizati on Spectra
o ML excita tion Spectra

showed that the k=O state located at slightly higher energy position than that of the k=2k, state. In
this case, biexcitons do not accumulate into k=O state when the BEC can occur because the k=O

0.01

I

I

state is not the lowest energy state any more. Therefore, it is necessary to measure the dispersion

10

of biexcitons in the vicinity of the k=O state in order to check the validity of the effective mass

PUMP BEAM POWER [KW jcm 2 J

approximation . Unfortunately, it is also difficult by using a conventional pulse dye laser system
because the energy defference between the k=O state and the k=2k, state estimated from the

Fig.3·2 Dependence of the linewidth of biexciton resonance on the excitation
laser intens ity '"'

effective mass approximation is very small, about 571leV.
In order to clarify these points clear experimentally, a new laser system with a very narrow
spectral width of the order of l11eV and a high enough intensity to observe the two-photon
resonance of biexcitons has been developed. By using this laser system, the two-photon resonance
of k-0 biexcitons has been examined adopting the two-photon polarization spectroscopy.

t.n = 2n_(
no x<3l
.. JEpump J2)

3-2. Principle of th e two-photon polarization spectroscopy

one can evaluate the

I x'''l

(3 -4),

from the analysis of the polarization rotation spectrum. Here, no is the

A schematic illustration of the experimental configuration of the two-photon polarization rotation
linear refractive index of th e crystal for the probe light.

E,..., is

the amplitude of the electric field of

spectroscopy is shown in Fig.3-3'"'· The pump light beam is circular polarized (a'). The probe
the pump light.
light beam is lin ear polarized. These two light beams propagate through a sample.
The linear polarized probe beam can be expressed by the coherent superposition of a' and a·
components with the same amplit udes. Because the two-photon resonance of biexcitons occurs
only in the combination of the pump beam and the a· component of the probe beam due to the
polarization selection rule mentioned in Chapter 1, the phase and amplitude of only the a·
component of the probe beam change after passing through the sample. As a result, the polarization
of the probe beam becomes elliptical. The intensity of the probe light that is transmitted through the
analyzer , whose polarized axis is completely perpendicular to the polarization of the incident probe

Pump
beam

~;~~'~

CuCJ

I

beam, is given by

I

e6nkod -1

J

2

ls;g= lo x 2 j

(3-1).

where t.n is the nonlinear change of the complex refractive ind ex between the a' and a·

Analyzer

components of the probe light0 ". ko is the wave number of the probe light out side the sample. d is
the sample thickness. lo is the intensity of the probe beam. Here, the reflection and the linear
absorption of the light beams at the sample are neglected in order to make the discussion simple.
When the following condition is satisfied
t.nkod « 1

(3-2),

the signal intensity is simply given as
2

lsig

= Io x lt.nkod
2 i

Because the relation between t.n and

(3-3).

x''' is given as

Fig. 3-3 Schematic illustration of the principle of the two-photon polarization
rotation spectroscopy'"'

The pulse duration of th e UV light, 6t, was abo ut IOn s. According to o ur measurements by a

3-3. Experim ent

pressure scanning air space Fabry-Perot interferometer (Burleigh YS-25) as s how n in Fig.3-4(B),
3-3-1. New laser system'"'

the spectral width of th e UV light, 6 E, was meas ured to be less than 1 ~eY. This valu e almost
corresponds to th e transfo rm limit, 6E- h/6 t-

0.4~eY .

Th e set-up of th e new laser sys tem is s hown in Fig.3-4{A) , schem atically.
A Ti-sapphire ring laser (Coherent 899 -02) was pumped by an Ar' laser (NEC GLG3203) of

(A)

2 W (multi-mode). Th e output power and the spectral width of the cont inu o us wave (CW) lR light
were about 150mW and less th an lOMHz, respectively. The stab ilities of the intensity and th e
frequency of lR light were monitored by a photo-diode and a spectral analyzer (Nihon Kagaku
Engineering SA40C), respectively. TheIR light was amplified by pas s ing through an organic dy e
medium (Oxazine750 in DMSO) that was pumped by a XeCI laser (Lambda Physik 53 EM C). The
cylindrical

power and the repet ition rate of the excimer laser were -2mJ/pulse and 10Hz, respectively. To

lens

eliminate the amplified spontaneous emission from th e dye cell, a polarizer and a diaphragm were
used . The intensity of the amplified lR light as a function of th e intensity of the incident CW l R
lig ht is shown in Fig.3-5. The linear extrapolation shown by the solid lin e is qu ite good within th e

(B)

(a)

measured intensity region.
The amplified IR ligh t was converted to UV light by a Li!O, frequ ency doubler. After forming

-

3~eY

the output UV beam into a parallel beam by a cylindrical lens, th e monochromatic UV beam was
selected by a prism and a slit. The intensity of the UV light as a function of the intensity of the
amplified IR light is shown in Fig.3-6. This graph was obtained by changing the intensity of the
amplified IR light. The quadratic dependence shown by the solid lin e extrapolates very well within

t - - - -- - -

225~eY

~

(b)j__A .,.

_]Lv_____ _ _ j L

the measured intensity reg ion. On the other hand, Fig.3-7 shows th e intensity of the UV light as a
function of the intensity of the CW IR light obtained by changing th e intensity of th e CW IR light.
From Fig.3-5 and Fig.3-6, one can expect that the quadratic dependence will approximate the
experimental results. Such a dependence indeed talkes place as shown by the solid lin e
qualitatively.

-31-

Fig. 3-4 {A) Schematic diagram of the new laser system
(B) (a) Resolution and FSR of the Fabry-Perot interferometer used to
meas ure the spectral width of the UV light from the new laser system,
(b) Transmitted intensity of the UV light from the new laser system
through the interferometer
The difference between the linewidths in (a) and {b) corresponds to the
spectral width of the UV light from the new laser system.
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Fig.3-5 Dependence of the intensity of the amplified lR light on the intensity
of the incident CW light (Ti-sapphire laser light)
Solid line shows the linear relation.
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Fig.3-6 Dependence of the intensity of the UV light converted by a SHG
crystal on the intensity of the amplified lR light
Solid line shows the quadratic relation.
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3-3-2. Experimental set-up

Figure 3-8 is a schematic diagram of the experimental set-up for th e high res olution polarization
rotation spectroscopy'"'.
The part enclosed by a dashed line is the newly developed laser system explained in last
subsection. The light from this laser system was made circularly polarized and used as the pump
light.
Another UV light of broad spectral width ( -170~eV) was obtained from a conventional dye laser
pumped by the same excimer laser. After passing this UV light through an air space Fabry-Perot
interferometer (FSR=225~eV, Finesse=75), UV light of spectral width 3~eV was obtained. This
..c:

.::!>

UV light was made linearly polarized and used as the probe light. The intensity of the probe light
on the sample surface was about 0.18kW /em'. The photon energy of the probe light can be tuned
by controlling the air pressure in the interferometer. The intensity of the probe light transmitted
through the sample and a crossed polarizer (analyzer) was measured by a photomultiplier
(Hamamatsu R654).
Single crystal platelets of CuCl, typically

lO~m

at 2K.

Intensity of Ti-sapphire laser (mW)
Fig.3-7 Dependence of the intensity of the UV light on the intensity of the
incident CW light (Ti-sapphire laser light)
Solid line shows the quadratic relation.
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thick, were held in an immersion-type cryostat

3-4. Results and discussions

The experi ment was carried out with two samples of similar quality. The polarization spectra due
to the two-photon resonance of the biexciton as a function of the s um of the photon energy of the
probe and pump lig ht at severa l excitation intensity of the pump light are s hown in Fig.3-9. The
photon energy of th e pump light was 3. 18622eV. The polarization spectra shown in Fig.3-9(A)
were obtained from the sample whose emission spectrum und er the weak excitaiton of UV light is

Pump light
t>E=l~eV

Dye

Amplifier

Ph oto·
multiplier

s hown in Fig.3-10. Th e thickness of this sample was 9.8!-lm. This sample is called the sample #1
hereafter. On the other hand, the polarization spectra s hown in Fig. 3-9(8) were obtained from th e
sample #2 . The corresponding emission spectrum under the weak excitaiton of UV light is shown
in Fig.3-11. The thickness of the sample #2 was 22 .8!-lm. The quality of th e sample #2 is th ough t

Cryostat

to be a linle worse than that of the sample #1 because the shape of th e EX-2LO emission has a
Polarizer

s harp edge on the low energy s id e. In this sample, T-exciton polaritons can not relax to th e bottle
Probe light
t>E=3~eV

neck completely during their lifetime.
In order to analyze the polarization spectrum obtained in this experiment, the following
pro cedure was us ed.

.
tal set-up for the polarization
Fig. 3-8 Schematic diagram of the ex penmen
spectroscopy (ll)

The solid line in Fig . 3-12 is an example of the polarization spectrum which is the same spectrum
shown in Fig.3-9(A)(b).
s ignal light,

J,r,(w ~....).

the probe light,

Here, th e signal intensity, J(w~,.,), is defined by the intensity of th e

normalized by th e intensity of the probe lig ht,

w~""'·

I o(w ~ .... ),

at the frequency of

Two peaks marked by arrows in Fig.3-12 are due to the two-photon

resonances of biexcitons. In th e present excitation geometry shown in Fig.3-13, the direct coupling
between th e counter-propagating pump and probe lights occurs. Therefore, the main peak is due to
the resonance of k=K

= k....,-k~-=3X lO'cm·' biexcitons , where k.,., and k~... are the wave numbers

of the respective light inside the sample. A small peak is due to the coupling between the probe and
the pump light that was reflected back at the rear surface of the sample""· In this case, the wave
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(B) Samp le #'2

(A) Samp le #1

CuCI
Sa mpl e #1

(b)

2K
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Band Pass
~
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2.3 kW /cm'
(c)
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......
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6.3 kW/cm'

t::
.......

Ex
j,

(d)

(d)

4.3 kW /cm'

l
3.20

3.15

Photon Energy (eV)
Fig.3-10 Emission spectrum of the sample #1 obtained with a weak excitation
of UV light at 2K
6.3716

6.3716

6.3717

6.3717

TWO-PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 3-9 Polarization spectra due to the two-photon resonance of the biexcitons
of the sample #1(A) and the sample #2(B) as a function of the sum of
the photon energies of the probe and the pump light at several
excitation intensities of the pump light
The photon energy of the pump light was 3 . 18622eV. The intensity of
the probe light was about 0.18kW /em'. The intensity of the pump light
is shown in the right side of each spectrum.
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number of the ex cited biexcitons is k=K'

= k ,...,+k ~- = 8.85 X I O' cm ·'.

From eq.(3-3), the signal intens ity is given by

_ lsig (Wprobe)
J( Wprobe ) (
)
lo Wprobe

(3 -5 ).

t.n is expressed by taking account of the reflection of the pump light at the sample surface as

CuCJ

2K

A

+

Band Pass

_

un-

Sample #2

no

(

2rr
Wprobe

( (3) IE 12
) XK in

(3) I" J 2 )
+ XK·
'-'refi

(3-6) ,

where E. and E.,, are the amplitudes of the electric fields of the incid ent pump light and th e pump
light reflected back at the sample surface as shown in Fig . 3-13, respectively . They are
approximately given by taking account of the reflection and absorption at the sample as

(3-7)
IErefi 2 -1

(/)

c

<1.)

2
12 1no(Wpump)-1
no(wpump)+l no(Wpump)+l

2

IEoutl 2 exp(-ad)-exp(-2ad)
ad

(3-8),

~

c

Ex

respectively. Here, E.,,

is the amplitude of the electric field of the pump light on the sample

surface. a~50cm·' is the linear absorption coefficient of the crystal at the photon energy of the
pump light, 1iw,..., =3. 18622eV.

3.15

3.20

Photon Energy (eV)

xn> is assumed

here to be given by a single Lorentzian as

x~~~ ----------c~~~K~·--------
.Y~K·

Fig.3-ll Emission spectrum of the sample #2 obtained with a weak excitation
of UV light at 2K

E~K'- (llWpump+1iWptobe') + t- -2

(3-9),

where E, and Y• are the resonant energies of biexciton states of the wave number k=K, K' obtained
from the effective mass approximation of biexcitons and their phenomenological damping
constants, respectively. The dashed curve in Fig.3-12 is the result of a theoretical fit assuming C.=

c•..

The experimental result is reproduced very well. From this analysis, we confirmed that the k-

0 biexciton state stays lower energy than the k-2k, state and the the effecive mass approximation of
biexcitons is valid even in the vicinity of k=O.
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K=
C uCI 2K

kpump-kprobe

Sample

= 3x lO'cm·'
j.

Sample #1

Pump Laser

--if-Probe Las er

!pump
K'= kpump+kprobf:
= 8.85x10;cm·'
!

6.37155

6.37160

Eout

lsig

lo

Ein

Eref

......

!probe

....

6.37165

TWO PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

Fig.3-13 S chematic illustration showing the electric field s and the intensities of
pump, probe and signal light at the sample

Fig.3-12 An example of the polarization rotation spectra (solid curve)'"'
The photon energy of the pump light was 3.18622eY. Th e intensity of
the probe light was about 0.18kW /em'.
Das hed curve shows the result of the th eoretical fit.
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1000 t----r---.-.--,.-,TTTT--.--.--r-...--r,rr-_

1

Figure 3-14(a) shows the phenomeno log ical damping constant of the k=K=3X 10'cm·' biexciton

1

(a)

Sample #1

state of the sample #1 as a funct ion of the pump light intensity, !.,.,. As usually observed, th e
damping constant increases with in creas ing !.,.,. However, it becomes approximately a constant at
the intensity level less than about 1kW/cm'.

From this analysis, we conclude that the damping

constant, 24 ± 2!-'eY, at th e low intensity level corresponds to the tru e width of the biexciton level
w ithout saturation effects. Fig.3-14 (b) shows the similar res ult of th e sample #2 . In this sample,

> 100 f-

-

<l)

:i

r-f-'

'"'
>-

f-}1

+

the true width of the biexciton level without saturation effects is obtained to be 36 ± 3fLeV.

~

Probably, some relaxation processes of the biexciton state that depend on the sample quality are

10

pres en t.

f-

-

.I
1

The s ignal intensities at the resonant peak of k=3X 10'cm·' biexciton state of the sample #1 and

0.1

#2 are shown in Fig.3-15 (a) and (b) as a function of!.,.,, respectively. According to eqs.(3-5)-

Jp,mp

.I

10

(kW/cm 2 )

(3-9), the signal intens ity should be proportional to the square of I..., where the damping constant

1000

'I

is ind ependent of !,...,. At the intensity level less than 1kW /em', this quadratic law is valid as

Sample #2

(b)

shown by a so lid line in Fig.3-15. Therefore, the signal in this intensity level is due to th e third -

'1

order nonlinearity associated with the biexciton resonance without saturarion effects. The values of

I x'" l

at the resonant peak of the k=3 XlO'cm·' biexcitons for each sam ple are obtained to be (3. 0 ±

0 . 9) X 10 ~ es u and (1. 7 ± 0.6) X 10 ~ esu, respectively .

> 100 f-

-

<l)

:i

10-

-

.I

0.1

.I
10

Fig.3-14 Phenomenological damping constants of the k=3 X10' em·' biexciton
state in the sample #1 (a) and in the sample #2 (b) as a function of the
intensity of the pump light
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3-5. Conclusions and future prospects

A new laser system whose light has a very narrow spectral width of 111eV and an enough
intens ity to observe the two-photon resonance of biexcitons was developed using a Ti-sapphire

10·2

z

ring laser, a dye amplifier and a LilO, frequency doubler. By using this laser system, the two-

.....l

photon resonance of k-0 biexcitons was measured precisely using the two-photon polarization

<
z

spectroscopy. The polarization rotation signal associated w ith the two-photon resonance of k-0

0......

(/)

biexcitons obtained in this experiment was analized by a simple model reflecting the experimental

10"'

conditio ns.

0.1

1

10

As the res ults,
1) The validity of the effective mass approximation of biexcitons in the vicinity of the k=O state

I,,m, ( kW /em 2 )

was confirmed.
2) The spectral w idths of the two-photon resonance of the k=3X 10'cm·' biexcitons und er the weak

(b)

Sample #2

excitation limit showed sample dependence. They were obta in ed to be 24 ± 211eV for the sample
#1 and 36 ± 31'-eV for the sample #2, respectively. These w idths correspond to the phas·e

>E--

relaxation tim es of 52ps and 35ps, respectively .

(/)

z

[.:1

10·2
3) The valu es of

E--

z

I xml

at the resonant peak of the k=3 X10'cm·' biexcitons also showed sample

depen dence. They were obtained to be (3.0 ± 0. 9) X 10~ es u for th e sample #1 and (1. 7 ± 0.6)

<

X 10 ~es u for the sample #2, respectively.

z

0

4) The saturation of

(/)

10"'

I xml

and the broadening of the spectral width of the biexciton resonance were

found to occur beyond the excitation intensity of 1kW/cm'. The origin of these saturation effects
are not clear now.

0.1

1

10

I,.m, (kW/cm 2 )
The very large optical nonlinearity other than the two-photon resonan ce of biexcitons in CuCl
Fig . 3-15 Signal inten sity at the resonance peak of the k=3X 10' em·' biexciton
s tate in the sample #1 (a) and in the sample #2 (b) as a function of the
intens ity of pump light
Solid line in each figure shows the quadratic law for the eye guide.
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has not been observed in a transparent region of the medium sofar. The two-photon resonance of
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.
te the squeezed light efficiently.
biexcitons will be a promising candidate to genera
·
·
· 1
th
0 5kW/cm' was in the noise
In the experiment, the signal at the excitatiOn mtensJty ess an .

n>l more quantitatively in the low-excitation regime, one has to

4. Investigation of the BEC of biexcitons by the phase-conjugation spectroscopy (PCS)

4-1. Introduction

limit. Thus, in order to evaluate I X
improve the signal to noise ratio.

In future, this difficulty will be overcomed by using a CW UV

light converted directly from CW IR laser light by the frequency doubling.

Reflecting large

xm

As mentioned in C hapter 1, th e biexciton sys tem in C uCI is one of th e s uitable candidates to
rea lize and to examine the BEC phenomenon. The possible BEC of the biexcitons in CuCI has

·
h
·
I can be observed at a weak
associated with the two-photon resonance of biexcitons , t e Signa
been examined extensively both experimentally and theoretically.
. . ·
·
f lkW/cm' This intensity correspond s to the intensity of the light of 10mW
exc1tat1on mtensity o ·
t f the lO" m diameter. Such a CW UV light can be generated by the frequen cy
. th
..focuse d m e spo o
·
1
·t <"1 By using s uch a
doubling of a single frequency Ti-sapphire ring laser with an ex terna cav1 Y .

Conventionally, a distribution of the biexcitons in mom entum space is s tudied by observing a
s hape of th e M -emission band. The typical s pectrum of the M-emission observed under a s trong
optical excitation is shown in Fig.4-l. In this case, the biexcitons have been created through the

b 0 01"eV In this case,
CW ligh t source, the spectral resolution will be extremely en h ance d to e- · ..- ·

collisions of the excitons previously excited by the laser light. Th e s hape of the M-emiss ion band

· erably Improved,
·
the duty ratio w ill be also consid
I.· e. , ·m 10' t"Im es in compariso n with the present

can be approxim ated by Maxwellean (see the dashed curve in the Fig.4-1<" 1 ). The corresponding

ex perimental condition in which the duty ratio was 1 0 • sec X 10H z= 10·' · Another advantage of the

Maxwell dis tribution of biexcitons is show n schematically in the right side of Fig.4-2.

·
I m
· the photon cou nting mode very easily. The
CW light is that one can meas ure th e signa

On th e other hand, the momentum -selective (k-selectiv e) excitation of biexcitons can be done by

measurement of the two-photon(polariton) pair correlation associated with th e two-photon

the GTA as mentioned in Chapter 1. By this excitation method , one can prepare the initial

(polariton) decay of k=O biexcitons will be very easy because the polarization selection rule of th e

distribution of biexcitons in the very narrow area of mom entum space. In this case, one can make

trans ition is very simple as men tioned in Chapter 1. It seems that further progress in th e

the temperature of biexciton system very cold. N . Nagas awa et al. found the very sharp structure

ex periments on the two-photon s tate will be due to this new system.

in high energy edge of the M-emission band that is shown in Fig.4-3, when the biexcitons were
created in CuCl single crystals by the two-photon excitation<">. They interpreted that this emission
w as a manifestation of the BEC of the biexcitons . After th at, howev er it was found that for the
same experimental conditions the two-photon Raman scattering can arise at the s imilar energy
positions .
Later, N .Peyghambarian et al. also examined the M-emission observed at the two-photon
excitation of the biexcitons in evaporated films of Cuct•'. They found th at the shape of th e Memission obeyed the Bose-Einstein dis tribution . They also found that the sharp structure similar to
the structure observed by N .Nagasawa appeared when the excitation intensity exceeded some
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Fig.4-l Spectrum of M·cmissions observed by the N,·laser excitation (solid
curve)
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>

Dashed curv e shows the Maxwell distribution.

k

k

Fig.4-2 Radiative processes of biexcitons
The density of dots on the biexciton dispersion curve on right side
shows the Maxwell distribution of biexcitons. The density of dots on
the biexciton dispersion curve on left side shows the Bose-Einstein
distribution of biexcitons.
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threshold. In this excitation configuration, the wave number of the excited biexctions is 2k, as
show n in Fig.4-4, where k , is the wave vector of the excitation light in the crystal. They ascribed
this structure to the biexcitons condensed in k= 2k ,. This pump induced transient condensation is
due to the strong initial excitation of the 2k , biexcitons. Under these conditions, a small number of
k=O biexction s marked by an open circle in Fig.4-4 was added by another weak laser light. Then,
they found th at the shape of the emiss ion from th e added k=O biexctions strongly depended on the
presence or the absence of strong excitation of th e 2k , biexcitons. The result is shown in Fig.4-5.

,....

CuCl
1.6 K

-11--

In the presence of the 2k, biexctions , th e s hape of the M-emission band was similar to the s harp

V1

c

structure. Th ey interpreted this ph enomenon as a!1raction of the excess biexcitons beyond the

(1)

Mt

c

,'

critical density to the condensed biexciton state at k=2k ,.

.,

For quasi-eq uilibrium BEC, the biexcitons will condense into the low es t energy state. Since th e

c

0

----

V1
V1

.E

effective mass approximation of biexcitons in CuCJ has been verified even in the vicinity of k=O,
one can expect that excess biexcitons will be accumulated in the k=O s tate when the biexciton

w

density exceeds the critical density for the BEC. This is shown in the left side of Fig.4-2.
DIP

However, contrary to the possible pump induced cond ensation in k=2k,, th e observation of the

3.165

3170

~Photon Energy (eY)

natural quasi-equilibrium condensation at k=O is very difficult due to the following reasons:

1) The polarizat ion selection rule and the momentum conservation Jaw are not satisfied at the same
Fig. 4-3 Emission spectrum observe d at tl1e 1\v o - pho ton excitat ion of
biexcitons (so lid curve)'"'
Dotted curve shows the emission spectrum obs erved at a photo-

time in the M,-emission process for the k=O biexcitons. Therefore, the ML-emission process of
the k=O biexcitons is forbidden .

excitation of the z,-exciton band.
2) MT-emission process of the k=O biexcitons is difficult to be observed due to the polariton effects
of the T -exciton.
Therefore, a new method to examine the k=O biexciton state should be dev eloped. Furthermore,.
the in1portant informations about the coherence are usually missed in the measurement of
luminescence. The new methods to detect the coherence inherent in the BEC are highly desirable.
In the international cooperative project in the framework of the CNRS-JSPS Sientific Program,
A.Mysyrowicz proposed the new method to study the k=O biexcitons. His idea was as follows.
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Fig.4-5 Biexciton luminescence at 25K for the excitation and detection
conditions described in Fig . l-19 1"'

Fig.4-4 Schematic explanation of the experiment done by N. Peyghambarian et

al.

(40J

Schematic exciton and biexciton dispersion curves show the biexciton
excitation and the radiative decay processes near k=O. B ,

r,L

and

rsr

indicate the biexciton, the L-exciton and the T-exciton, respectively.
Geometry for the pump and probe experiment is shown in the inset at
lower left; v, and v, are the frequencies of the counter-propagating

probe laser beams, v, is the frequencies of the intense resonant pump
laser beam, L is the detected luminescence in the nearly backward
direction relative to the pump beam.
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If the BEC of biexcitons occurs, macroscop ic coherence will appear at the k=O s tate. Thu s, one
ca n trea t the poss ible biexciton condensate as a macroscop ic non lin ear po larization. This po int of

Sa mpl e
view was noti ced by G .Las her in exciton sys tem'"'. This polariza ton corres pond s to the

Pum p2

~

Pumpl

Pm~-<----

macroscopic nonlin ear polarization generated by the tw o- ph oton excitation of the k=O biexcitons.
Thus, this nonlin ear biexciton polarization can generate the ph ase-conju ga tion (PC) light.

P C s ig nal

Usually, the PC light is generated us ing the three coherent lase r beams in the geome:ry shown in
Fig. 4-6. Details of the PC light generation and its rea lization in the polarization picture are

Fig .4-6 G eneration of th e phase-conjugation in us ual case

explained in Appendix B. H ere, the time sequence of the photon events res ponsible for the
generation of th e PC light is explained in order to s ee why the PC can give an evidence of the BEC
of biexcitons.
The PC sign al at the biexciton resonance is predominantly due to the two-photon resonance
term. This term can be decomposed in the following sequence of photon events as shown in Fig.4 -

(A)

(B)

7(A): first , the two counter-propagating pump beams induce a coherent electronic excitation, i. e.,

E

create virtual biexciton state. This macroscopic state oscillates at frequ ency 2w with respect to th e

E
Biexciton

crystal ground state. Th e probe beam then induces the two-photon transition back to th e crystal
Coherent
k=O. biexcitons

ground state, generating thereby a counter-propagating signal beam. The magnitude of the signal .is

Bose cond ensate

proportional to the pump induced population of the k=O state. Let us consider now the case of th e
Pump2

Probe

T-exciton

Probe

BEC of biexcitons. In this case, the coherent macroscopic biexciton polarization with the frequency
2w inherent in the BEC of biexctions can arise spontaneously. Therefore, one can expect the
appearance of the PC signal even if the counter-propagating pump beams are absent as shown in
Fig.4-7(B).
Within his proposal, several experiments had been done in the framework of the international
cooperative project in the CNRS-JSPS Sientific Program . However, the appearence of the PC light
without the counter-propagating pump beams has not been observed sofar.

k

There are two obstacles which interfere the direct observation of the PC light from the biexction
condensate state. First difficulty is due to the features of the experiment. Usually, stray light of the

Fig. 4-7 Schematic illustration of the photon events in the generation of the PC
light in usual case (A) and in the case of the BEC of biexcitons (B)

k

las er light is too strong to find the PC s ignal and cau ses th e large backg round photo-current of the

PC signal.

detection. Therefore, the detecting pos ition of th e PC lig ht s hould be removed far from the s ample

Since th e PC light has time-inv ers ion s ymm etry with res pect to th e probe lig ht, th e signal beam

position in order to make this backgro und as small as poss ible. However, it is not so eas y to

has the same divergence as that of the probe beam . This means that it is poss ible to redu ce the

confirm in su ch a situation that th e PC light enter the detector even if th e PC light appears. The

detection solid angle of the signal by appropriate s pati al filtering and therefore to res trict th e phase

other difficulty is related to kinetics of the biexciton BEC. In the experiment, the pulse dye laser

space of the observable decaying biexcitons to a few modes around k=O. This will be shown .in

(The pulse width is about lOns . ) was used to generate the high density biexcitons. If the time for

s ection 4-4. "Analysis and discu ss ion" .

the BEC formation is longer than this pulse width, the phase transition to the BEC will not occur.

possible to estimate the change of th e occupation number per biexciton mode corres ponding to the

Then the PC signal associated with the BEC will not appear. The time required for the formation of

increase of the PC signal. This change can be interpreted as a contribution from the incoherent

the BEC has been calculated by the several groups<"X''X"X">. Recently, Y. Kagan et al. distinguish

biexcitons relaxed to the condensate macroscopic state at k=O.

two regimes: the first formation of a quasi-condensate which are characterized by suppression of

From the number of radiating biexciton mod es, it is

The experiments have been carried out following this scheme.

the density fluctuations, and the formation of a true condensate with suppressed phase fluctuations
and long-range order. The second process is considerably slower than the first one<">.
To overcome these difficulties, N .Nagasawa suggested to observe the change of the PC signal
generated by the two weak counter-propagating pump laser beams and the weak probe laser beam
in the presence of the high density incoherent (thermal) biexcitons. In this case, the detection of the
PC light and the reduction of the background noise signal become easy. Moereover, the stimulation
of the transition to the BEC will be possible because the initial coherent k=O biexcitons may act as a
seed accelarating the phase transition into a true condensate<">.
Let us consider an experimental situation. Normally, the injection of the additional particles
results in the destruction or deterioration of a prepared coherent biexciton state due to collisioninduced fast dephasing processes. This leads to a decrease of the PC signal, because of collisioninduced scattering of biexcitons out of the k=O state. However, a new situation occurs if the
intensity of the incoherent pump light is sufficient to create a biexciton density exceeding the
critical density for the BEC. In this case, one expects the opposite behavior, i.e., an increase of
the PC signal. If the density of the incoherent biexcitons will exceed the critical density at a given
temperature, part of them will relax to the coherent macroscopic state at k=O and will enhance the
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4-2 . Probe of the k-0 bicxciton state by PCS in the degenerate con •gurat!on

4-2-2 . Experiment

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig.4 -8. A Hansch type dye laser sys tem

4-2-1. Introduction

excited by an excimer laser (Lambda Physik 53EMC) was used as a light source. Active medium
The PC signal at th e two-photon resonance of the biexcitons was monitored alternately in the

of the dye laser was BBQ in p-dioxane. The laser light from this dye laser system was divided into

· the absence of an intense light source that creates a high density of incoherent
presence an d m

three beams by a half mirror and a polarized beam splitter. Th ese laser beams were us ed to generate

biexcitons. Hereafter, such a light source is referred as the incoherent pump light.

th e PC light. The spectral width and the pulse duration of this light were 26JleV and 10ns,

Firstly, we monitored the PC light in the degenerate configuration . In this case, the photon

respectively. The polarization of each laser beam was made circular by a polarizer and a quarter

energies of the pump light and the probe light are same. We used this configuration due to th e

wave plate in order to excite the k=O biexcitons predominantly. Details of the polarization selection

following reasons:

rule are explained in Appendix B. After going through a pinhole with the diameter of 2mm, each

1) As shown in Appendix B, the phase matching condition is automatically satisfied in this

laser beam was focused on the sample surface. The diameter of the beam spot on the sample

configuration .

surface was about 100Jlm. The external angle between the pump and th e probe axis was 10 deg.

2) Only one dye laser sys tem is necessary to generate the PC light.

This corresponds to the internal ang le of 3.6 deg at th e two-photon resonance energy of biexcitons .
The sample thickness is usually about 10Jlm. Thus, the pump beams and the probe beam overlap
completely each other in th e sample. The PC light was extracted by an half mirror and detected by a
photo-multiplier (Hamamatsu R654) at the distance of 3m apart from the sample. Photo-current
from the photo-multplier was measured by a pice-ammeter and recorded by a chart recorder. It was
verified that the PC light disappeared if any of the pump or the probe beams was blocked. It was
also verified that the PC light had a circular polarization opposite to that of the probe beam.
Broad-band super-radiant emission from a dye cell pumped with the same excimer laser was
used as an incoherent pump light. The intensity of the incoherent pump light could be continuously
changed by a variable attenuator (Newport 935-5) . This attenuator was driven by a pulse-motor up
to the maximum intensity of 440kW/cm'. The spectral bandwidth of the incoherent pump light was
limited by a filtering monochromator to a width of 16meV. The corresponding photon energy is
adjusted so as to cover the z,-exciton band as shown in Fig.4-9. Therefore, the intense incoherent
pump light did not generate biexcitons directly. In this case, th e biexcitons can be created
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Fig.4-8 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up in the degenerate
configuration'"'
HM :half mirror, M :mirror, ND: neutral density filter, P :polarizer,
Q: quarter wave plate, PH : pin hole, PBS : polarized beam splitter,
L: lens, PDVA: variable intensity attenuator driven by a pulse-motor
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Fig . 4-9 Spectrum of the incoherent pump light (a) and the reflection spectrum
of CuCI at 2K (b)'"'
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indirectly via bim olecular fo rm ation from an initiall y ran dom population of free exciton s. Th e

pos ition of each laser lig ht beam . This is done by adju s ting th e pos ition o f th e correponding

inco herent pum p lig ht was focused on a sample s urface with a diameter of th e s pot of about

lens. Us ually, th e PC light appears after this adju s tmen t.

200)lm. This spot completely covered th e spots of the laser beams th at were used to generate the
PC light. The puls e duration of the incoherent pump light was also about 10ns.
Samples were cooled in an imm ersion type cryostat at 2K .

5) Because the spot size of the incoherent pump light is very large, one can no t confirm that th e
spots of the pump beams and probe beam overlap completely each other . Therefore, the
intensity of the PC light reached its maximum only after accurate adjusting the spot positions
of the pump and probe light beams. Thus, the spots of the pump beams and probe beam

In this experiment, four light beams should overlap each other not only spatially but also
temporally . The procedure of the overlapping is as follows:

overlapped completely each other.

6) In order to receive the maximum nonlinear polarization rotation signal by the combination of
the incoherent pump light and each laser light, we tuned again the spot position of the

• Before setting the cryostat
1} Light pulse of each laser light was detected by a pin photo-diode at the sample position. The
arrival time of each laser pulse to the photo-diode was measured by a boxcar integrator (PAR

incoherent pump light. Thus , the spots of the pump and probe beams overlapped each other at
the center of the spot of the incoherent pump light.

163&162). This integrator was triggered by a laser light from the excirner laser detected by
another pin photo-diode near the excimer laser. The arrival time of each light pulse was made
identical by adjusting the length of the optical paths.
2) A white paper was set at the sample position. Four light spots on the paper were overlapped
on the same position by adjusting the position of the lens. Because the two pump light beams
should counter-propagate, the position of the spots is determined by the axis of the pump
beams. The spots of the probe light and the incoherent pump light were checked to be
overlapped with the spot of the pump light by eyes.
• After setting the cryostat
3) The spectrum of the incoherent pump light was set to cover the two-photon resonance energy
of biexcitons. The photon energy of the laser light was also set around the two-photon
resonance energy of biexcitons . Then , the nonlinear polarization rotation signal associated
with the two-photon resonance of biexcitons was measured by the combination of the
incoherent pump light and each laser light.

4) The nonlinear polarization rotation signal was made maximum by fine adjus ting of the spot
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4-2-3. Res ults and d iscussions

(A)

The excitation s pectra of the PC signal in two samples of different quality in the presence (a),
and the absence (b), of th e in coherent pump light of 400kW/cm ' , and the corresponding

-nLase r

differential signal (c)=(a)-(b) are shown in Fig.4-10. The intens ities of the pump(forward) light,
the pump(backward) light and the probe light were 50kW/cm ', 50kW/cm' and 15kW/cm' ,

><
E-i

(a )

H

respectively . Because the shape of each excitation spectrum has a simple smooth structure with a
peak at the two-photon resonance of k=O biexcitons , we attribute this PC signal to the 2w
coherence associated with the biexciton resonance rather than the effects of the population grating

C/l

z
zE-i

(b)

~

H

(c)

of excitons.
The spectra shown in Fig.4-10(A) were obtained in a sample of higher quality. The

(B)

corresponding emission spectrum under the weak excitation by UV light is shown in Fig.4-ll.
Hereafter, this sample is called the sample A. The intensities and the shapes of the emission of the

><
T-exciton polaritons and its 2LO-phonon side band emission are strong and sharp, respectively.

E-i

H

C/l

On the other hand, the emissions due to the defects and impurities are rather weak. In particular,
the h emission whose photon energy overlaps the two-photon resonance energy of biexcitons did

z
E-i
z
~

(c)

H

not appear. The thickness of the sample was determined from the interference fringes in the
reflection spectrum of the sample to be 21!-lm. In this sample, the excitation spectrum of the PC

3-1865
signal was very narrow and the intensity of the PC signal was enhanced up to 30% under the
presence of the incoherent pump light. The enhancement of the PC signal occurs only at the peak
of the biexciton resonance over a very narrow spectral width of 25!-leV. This width corresponds to
the laser light linewidth.
On the other hand, the differential spectrum was negative in a sample of lower quality as shown
in Fig.4-10(B). Hereafter, this sample is called the sample B. In this sample, a slightly broader

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
Fig.4-10 Excitation spectra of the PC light for two CuCJ samples of different
quality, (A) of higher quality and (B) of lower quality , shown
successively (a) in the presence and (b) in the absence of the incoherent
pump light. (c) is the differential signal,(a)- (b)<"'
The intensities of the pump(forward) light, the pump(backward) light,
probe light and the incoherent pump light were 50kW/cm', SOkW/cm',
15kW/cm' and 400kW/cm', respectively.

spectrum was observed. The emission spectrum of this sample under the weak excitation by UV
light is shown in Fig.4-12. The emission of the T-exciton polaritons and its 2LO-phonon side band
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Fig. 4-11 Emission s pectrum of the sample A obtained with a w eak excitatio n
of UV light at 2K
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Photon Energy (e V)
Fig.4-12 Emission spectrum of th e sample B obtained with a weak excitation
of UV light at 2K
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emiss ion did not appear clearl y. On the other hand, h emiss ion was s trong. Th e thickness of this

sample was 7f1m .
The intensity of th e PC s ignal at the peak of the two -photon res on ance of the k=O biexcitons as a
function of th e intens ity of the incoherent pump light is shown in Fig. 4 -13 for the sample A. Here,
the intens ity of th e PC s ignal is normalized on the intensity of th e PC signal in the absence of th e
incoherent pump light. The intens ities of th e pump(forward) lig ht, the pump(backward) light and
1.50

the probe light were 50kW/cm', 50kW/cm' and 15kW/cm' , respectively. In this experiment, th e
intensity of the PC signal was enhanced by about 30% within the intensity region of the incoherent

1.25

pump light. On the contrary, the monotonous decrease of the PC signal with the increase of th e
intensity of the incoherent pump light was observed in the sample B. The coherence of the k=O
biexciton state in the sample B is thought to be destroyed by collisions with the incoherent exciton s

u
p..,
.....

1.00

0

>,

·;:;;

0.75

c:

or biexcitons created by the incoherent pump light.

2

c:

The excitaiton spectra of the PC signal in the sample A at the several intensities of the pump and

0.50

probe light are shown in Fig.4-14. The spectra in the absence and in the presence of the incoherent
0 .25

pump light are shown in the left side and the right side of the figure, respectively.

When the

intensities of the pump and probe light increase, the broadening of the spectrum is observed. This

0.00
0

500

is usually observed in the high intensity excitation of biexctions. It was found that the enhancement

Intensity of Incoherent pump light (kW/cm')
of the PC signal strongly depended on the intensities of the pump and probe light. When the
intensities were too weak (see Fig.4-14(a)) or too strong (see Fig.4-14(c)), the efficiency of the
enhancement decreased . When the pump light was cut, the PC light did not appear even

i~

the

presence of the incoherent pump light. The presence of the coherent k=O biexcitons created by th e

Fig.4-13 Change of the PC intensity as a function of th e intensity of the
mcoherent pump light '"l
Intensities of the pump(forward) light, the pump(backward) light and
the probe light were 50kW/cm', 50kW/cm' and 15kW/cm ' ,
respectively.

counter-propagating pump laser beams is thought to be crucial for this phenomenon .
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4-2 -4. Sample fatig ue

In Chapter 2, it w as mentioned that samples suffer a damage by th e humid ity w hen they are
exposed to air. Samples are also damaged gradually by the therm al cycle from a room temp erature

--H--

(~

Lase r

(a~

to a liquid helium temperature. In every experiment with th e PC lig ht, th e sample quality was
checked by measuring the reflection and emission spectra. These s pectra are shown in Fig .4-15
and Fig. 4-16, res pectively. Here, the change of the quality of th e sample A is s hown .
In the first experiment, the visibility of the interference fring es obs erved in the reflection

,--...

spectrum was good as shown in Fig . 4-15(a). The sample surface is thought to be smooth and the

"'
;::l

.D

....

"'

~

(b)

(b)

xl/2

scattering of polaritons is thought to be very small. The shapes of the emission of the T-exciton

~

polaritons and its 2LO-phonon side band emission were very sharp as shown in Fig.4-16(a). In

"'
"'

this case, the lifetime of the T-exciton polaritons is very long of the order of ns 1"l. The sharp

·v;

~

emission appeared at 3.189eV is thought to be due to impurities. How ever, the origin of this
emission is not clear. The emission denoted by tin the figure is du e to th e t-exciton. Probably, a

xl/6

(c)

weak stress was present in the sampJe<'l .
In the second experiment, the visibility of the interference fringes became worse than that
observed in the first experiment as shown in Fig.4-15(b). Increase of the roughness of the sample

3.1854

3.1854

3.1858

3.1858

3.1862

Photon Energy (eY)

Photon Energy (eV)

F. 4-14 Excitation spectra of the PC signal at three defferent inten s ities of the
tg.
laser light in the absence (left side) and in the pres ence (rig ht side) of
the incoherent pump light, 400kW/cm'
.
Intensities of the pump(forward) light, the pump(backward) hght and
the probe light were (a) 25kW/cm' , 25kW/cm' and 7.5kW/cm' , (b)
SOkW/cm' , SOkW/cm' and 15kW/cm', (c) lOOkW/cm ' , lOOkW/cm'
and 30kW/cm', respectively.

surface or increase of the scattering of polaritons is supposed . The emission of the T-exciton
polaritons and its 2LO-phonon sid e band emission were still sharp as shown in Fig.4-16(b). The
lifetime of the T-exciton polaritons is thought to be still very long of the order of ns . On the other
hand , the relative intensity of J, emission with respect to the emission of the T-exciton polaritons
increased in comparison with the first experiment. The localization of J, emission at the sample
surface was observed by T.Hatano et al. by using the spatially resolved spectroscopy<''). Thus, J,
emission is thought to reflect the surface condition of the sample. The s urface of the sample is
thought to be damaged between the first experiment and the second experiment. The emission at
3.189eV disappeared. The origin of this behavior is not clear up to now.
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In the third experiment, the visibil ity becomes very bad as s how n in F ig. 4 -15 (c) . T he intens ity
Sam pl e A

of 1, emiss ion became so strong tha t it co uld be observed in the reflec tio n s pectrum. The s hap e of

+

the 2LO-ph onon s ide band emiss ion was deformed very stro ngly as s hown in Fig. 4-1 6(c) . It is

Band P ass

supposed that th e excitons are destroyed before they relaxed to the bo ttleneck reg io n .
The fu rther fo rth and fifth ex periments followed this tend ency . Th e intensity of 1, emiss io n
increased mono tonously while the 2 LO -phon on sid e band emss io n beco mes too weak to be
observ ed.
The enhancem ent of the PC s ignal mentioned in las t s ubsectio n w as observed in the second
experiment. After the s econd experiment, the excitation spectrum of the PC sig nal showed a
complicate structure as shown in Fig.4-17 . The origin of this structure is not clear. Such a
structure can not be explained by the third order nonlinear ex citon-biexction polarization given by
eqs.(B -6) and (B-7) in Appendix B. In this case, the enhancem ent of the PC signal was not
observed. The intensity of the PC signal decreased monotonously with th e increase of the intensity
of the incoherent pump light.
Because the PC signal was not measured in the first experiment, the corresponding PC signal is
unknown. However, one can expect that a similar or even more enhancement of the PC signal will
be observed in comparison with the second experiment because the sample quality in the first
experiment is better than that in the second one.

3.15

3.20

3.25

3.30

Photon Energy ( e V)
Fig. 4-15 Re~ e cti on spectra of the sample A obtained in the first experiment
(a), m the second experiment (b), and in the third experiment (c)
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Fig.4-16 Emission spectra of the sample A obtained in the first experiment
(a), in the second experiment (b), and in the third experiment (c)
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Fig.4-17 Excitation spectra of the PC light at the several excitation intensities
of the laser light obtained in the third experiment
Intensities of the pump(forward) light, the pump(backward) light and
the probe light were (a) 60kW/cm', 60kW/cm' and 20kW/cm', (b)
30kW/cm', 30kW/cm' and lOkW/cm', (c) 15kW/cm', 15kW/cm' and
5kW/cm', (d) 7.5kW/cm', 7.5kW/cm' and 2.5kW/cm', respectively.
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4-3. Probe of the k--0 biexciton state by PCS in the non-degenerate configuration'" '
4-2-5. Coclusion

We have demonstrated experimentally that it is possible to enhance the PC signal by the injection

4-3-1. Introduction

of incoherent pump light. This unusual effect can be attributed to the BEC of biexcitons if the
density of biexcitons exceeds the critical value for the BEC.
It is found that the sample quality affects the change of the PC in the presence of the incoherent

pump light. High quality samples are necessary to observe the enhancement of the PC signal.
The presence of the co herent biexcitons at k=O generated by the counter-propagating pump
beams seems to play a crucial role in the enhancement of the PC signal.

In the experiments in the degenerate configuration, the enhancement of the PC signal was
observ ed in th e presence of the high intensity of the incoherent pump light. The remarkable change
of the excitation spectrum of the PC signal was also observed only at the vicinity of the two-photon
resonance energy of the k=O biexcitons. It was found that the coherent k=O biexcitons created by
the counter-propagating pump laser beams play a crucial role in the enhancement of the PC
s ignal. How ever, in the observation of the excitation spectrum, th e population of the coherent k=O
biexcitons created by the pump light beams changes when the photon energy of th e pump light is
tuned . Therefore, it is impo ss ible to judge whether the change of th e excitat ion spectrum of the PC
signal is du e to the change of the k=O biexciton state directly or due to the change of the increase of
the coherent k=O biexcitons depending on the photon energy of the pump light. On the other hand,
the energy region where th e change of the excitation spectrum was observed was restricted by the
spectral width of the laser ligh t. A high resolution method is demanded to observe the real change
of the spectrum.
To make thes e points clea r, we monitored the PC signal in the non-degenate configuration. In
this case, the photon energ ies of th e pump light and the probe lig ht are different.
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Figure 4-1 8 s hows a schem atic illustration of th e PC spectrum reflecting one of the real

4-3-2. Principle

experimental conditions men tion ed later. The photo n energy of the co unter-propagating pump light
In th e experiment, spectrum of th e PC

light in the non-degenerate config uration is analyzed

th e figure. Let the spectral width of the pump ligh t set much broad er than th e level width of the k=O

throu g h a high resolution monochromator.

biexciton state. When th e photon energy of the probe lig ht is set at l'iw,=E./2+0 as s hown by (b)-in

The prin ciple of this method is as follows:
The spectrum o f the PC lig ht in this configuration is g iven as
J,c;(w)

=f f f
.,

"'f

F(ok)

G(wr.w.lf~wr)

beams is set at the two-photon resonance energy of the k=O biexcitons, E./2, as shown by (a) in

th e figure, th e PC lig ht appears at E=E./2-o reflecting the o funct ion in eq.(4-l) that represents th e

f,(Wb) f,(w,) o(wr + ""'- w, -w) dwb dwr dwr
(4 - 1),

""'

energy conservation law. The curve (d) s hows F(6k). Here, d is adopted to be 15)lm which is the
thick ness of th e sample used in the ex periment.

where

w,,

Wb

an d

(I) ,

a re th e frequencies of the pump(forward) , the pump(backward) and the prob e

lights, respectively. f~wr) is the spectral shape of each las er light. G(w,,w,) is the spectral shape of
the two-photon resonance of biexcitons reflecting the relevant

xm

This corres ponds to ~(w) in

In the calculation to obtain th e spectrum of the PC light, Gaussian and o functional shapes were
assumed for fr{w)=f,(w) and f,(w), respectively . Unless the spectral shape of the PC light is
deformed from the Lorentzian shape by the finite spectral width of th e pump light and the phase

Appendix B. Beca use we observe only the vicinity of the two-photon resonance of biexcitons, we
matching condition , it reflects the spectral shape of G(wr, w,) directl y. Th e relation between the
assume that G(wr, w,) have a Lorenzean shape as
spectral width of the PC ligh t, y,c, andy. obtained by a numerical calculation of eq. (4-l) is s hown

(4-2),
where Y• is the ph enomenolog ical damping constant of th e k=O biexciton state corresponding to the
full width at half maximum of the resonance. E. is th e biexciton energy. F(6 k) shows th e phase

in Fig.4-19.
On the other hand, the spectral width of the excitation spectrum of the PC light in the degenarate
configuration corresponds to y./2 because the photon energies of all laser lights were scanned
simultaneously.

matching condition mentioned in Appendix B and is given as
Here, the advantages of this method summarized:
·sin 2 A...kJL

F(o k)

= ____L_

1) The two-photon resonance of the k=O biexciton state can be meas ured keeping the photon

(~)'

(4 -3),

where dis the sample thickness. 6k is the phase mismatch that is given as
(4-4).
Here, k'·'·•·· represents the respective wave vector of each laser and the signal light obtained from
the dispersion curve of the T-exciton polariton around the two-photon resonance energy of

energy of the pump light constant, i.e., keeping the numb er of the co herent k=O biexcitons
constant.
2) The spectral resolution of this method can be twice of that of the mothod in the degenerate
configuration.
However, two dye laser systems are necessary to generate the PC light and a high resolution
monochromator is necessary to measure the spectrum of the PC light in this method . Therefore, the

biexcitons .
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experiment set- up becomes very complicate.
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Fig.4-18 Schematic illu s tration of the non-degenerate PC spectrum
(a), (b) and (c) show the spectra of the pump light, the probe light and
the PC light, respectively. (d) shows the phase matching condition .
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Fig.4-19 Relation between the spectral width of the PC light, Y•c, and th e
·
resonance, y., evaluated for th e
.
spectral width of the b texctton
experimental condition
Dashed line shows Y•c=Y··
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4-3-3 . Experim ent

Fig.4-21.
The procedure to overlap the light beams in this experim ent w as s imil ar to th at in th e ex perim ent

The schematic experimental set-up is s hown in Fig. 4-20.

in the degenerate configuration .

An excimer laser (Lambda Phycik 53EMC) was used to pump dy e lasers (BBQ in p-dioxan e)
providing the pump light (Dye laser A) and the probe light (Dys las er B) , respectively. The puls e
duration of each laser light was aboutlOns . The polarization of th e counter-propagating pump light
was made circular so as to excite the k=O biexcitons predominantly. Each pump beam was focused

ND

PBS

Dye Laser A
on sample surface to a spot of lOO~m diameter. The photon energy of th e pump light was set at

Q
E./2 with the lin ewidth of 13 8 ~eV. The circular polarized probe beam was focused on the area
illuminated by the pump beams. The photon energy and the sp ectral width of the probe light were
3.1862eV and 37~eV, respectively. The external angle between the pump and the probe axis was
10 deg. The PC light was analyzed with a monochromator (Jobin Yvon THR1500, band pass=

Monochromator
Another laser light (Dye laser C) pumped by the same excimer laser was used as the incoherent
pump light. The spectral width of the incoherent pump light was 1.36meV. The beam was focused
on the sample surface to a spot of 200~m diameter to cover completely the area illuminated by the

Dye Laser B

ND

pump and probe beams. The intensity of the incoherent pump light was contineously adjusted with
a variable attenuator (Newport 935-5). By adopting a laser light instead of the super radiant light,

Dye Laser C

that was used in the experiment in the degenerate configuration, as the incoherent pump light,
muximum intensity of the incoherent pump light could be increased up to 2 . 7MW /em' and the
photon energy of the incoherent pump light could be tuned easily. Therefore, it becomes possible
to examine the change of the PC signal as a function of the photon energy of the incoherent pump
light.

Fig.4-20 Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up in the non-degenerate
configuration'"'
HM :half mirror, M :mirror, ND: neutral density filter, P :polarizer,
Q :quarter wave plate, PBS :polarized beam splitter, PH : pin hole,
PDV A: variable intensity attenuator driven by a pulse-motor

The sample was cooled in an immersion type cryostat at 2K . The thickness of the sample was
15~m. The emission spectrum of the sample under the weak excitation of UV light is shown in
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4-3-4. Results and discuss ions

Figure 4-22 shows examples of the s pectra of the PC lig ht in the presence o f variou s intens it ies
of the incoherent pump light. Th e intensities of the pump(forward) , the pump(backward) and the
probe beams on the sample surface were 80kW/cm', 80kW/cm ' and lOkW/cm', respectively. Th e
enhancement of the intensity of the PC signal, the narrowing and th e blu e s hift of the spectrum

CuCl

2K

Ex

+

were observed when the intensities of the incoh erent pump light were of th e order of lOOkW/cm' .
But these trends changed inversely when the intensity of th e incoherent pump light was beyond

Band Pass

lMW/cm' .
Figure 4-23 shows the peak intensity and the spectral width of the PC light as a function of the
intensity of the incoherent pump light. The peak intensity and the spectral width are normalized on
the values obtained in the absence of the incoherent pump light. It was found that the enhancement
of the PC signal and the narrowing of the spectrum occured correlatively.

Ex-2LO
Figure 4-24 shows the shift of the resonant energy of the k=O bicxciton state as a function of the
intensity of the incoh erent pump light. This shift was about 20JleV at the intensity of the incoherent
pump light of 400kW /em'. Such shift was not observed clearly in the experiment in the degenerate
configuration. This shift is thought to be hindered in the spectral width of the laser light in that

3.15

Photon Energy ( eV)

experiment because the corresponding shift is about lOJleV in the degenerate regime.
Figure 4-25 shows the fractional change of the intensity of the PC signal as a function of the

Fig.4-21 Emission spectrum of the sample obtained with a weak excitation of
UV light at 2K

photon energy of the incoherent pump light. Clearly, an increase of the intensity of the PC sign.al
was only observed for high injected exciton densities, i.e., in the region of strong linear absorption
of excitons, whereas the reversed trend was observed in 3.22eV corresponding to weaker
absorption and lower particle density.

Decrease of the PC signal was also observed at the two-

photon resonance energy of biexcitons. This decrease is thought to be due to the two-photon
absorption of biexcitons by the combination of the PC light and the intense incoherent pump light.
However, if the condensation of biexcitons at k=2k, induced by the incoherent pump light, where
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ko is <he wave vector of the incoherent pump light, occurs as observed by N Peyghambarian et
al."', the population of k=O biexcitons will decrease due to the attraction effect toward k=2ko state.
This is another possibile explanation for the decrease of the PC signal when the photon energy of

-H-

CuCl 2K

the incoherent pump lig ht resonated the two-photon resonance energy of biexcitons .
In this experiment, the PC light did not also appear even in the presence of the incoherent pump

Band Pass

light whose intensity was enough for the enhancement of the PC light when the pump light beams
were cut. It was confirmed that the presence of the coherent k=O biexcitons created by the counterpropagating pump beams was crucial for the enhancement of the PC signal.

0
0

3.1850

3.1855

3.1860

PHOTON ENERGY (eV)
Fig. 4-22 Spectra of the PC light at several intensities of the incoherent pump
light, J., (<!)
In tensities of the pump(forward) light, the pump(backward) light and
th e probe lig ht was 80kW/cm', 80kW/cm' and !OkW/cm',respectively.
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Fig.4-23 Peak intensity and the spectral width of the PC light as a function of
the intensity of the incoherent pump light
The values of the peak intensity and the spectral width are normarized
to those of the PC light in the absence of the incoherent pump light.
Biexciton density evaluated in the subsection 4-4-2 is shown in the top
of the figure.
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Fig. 4-24 Energy shift of the PC light as a function of the intensity of the
incoherent pump light
Biexciton density evaluated in the subsection 4-4-2 is shown in the top
of the figure.
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4-3-5 . Conclution

The enhancement of the PC signal in the presence of th e incoherent pump light was reproduced
in the experiment in th e non -degenerate configuration.
The enhancement of the PC signal and the narrowing of the spectrum in the presence of th e
incoherent pump light were found to occur correlatively. The small blue shift of the resonant
energy of the k=O b iexciton state was also observed in the presence of the incoherent pump light.

1.5

CuCl

2K
The enhancement of the PC signal was observed only for the excitaiton of the incoherent pump
light in the regio n of strong linear absorption of excitons th at corresponds to high injected exciton
densities.
r--.

'"u's

-~

Th e presence of th e coherent k=O biexcitons generated by th e counter-propagating pump beams
was confirmed to be crucial for the enhancement of th e PC s ig nal.
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3.24
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Fig . 4-25 Variations of th e intensity of the PC light (a) and the intens ity of the
in co heren t pump light (b) with the photon energy of th e in co herent
pump ligh t
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es tim ate th e numb er of biexciton modes observable in the experimental conditio n and the change of

·4-4. Analysis and discussion

the occupation number per biexciton mode corresponding to th e increase of the PC signal.
In this section, observed phenomena in the experiments are analized and th eir relation s to the

Figure 4-26 shows the schematic illustration of the detection. As can be seen in the figure, a
four wave mixing lig ht (denoted by B in th e figure) is generated by inducing a biexciton that has a

BEC of biexcitons are dis cussed.

finite x-component of the wave vector by a probe light (denoted by A in th e figure). In th e
4-4-1. Evaluation of th e number of biexcitons collapsed into th e k=O s tate

experimental condition, th e divergence of the probe light can be es ti mated from th e diameter of th e
pin hole (2mm) and the focal length of th e lens (300mm) to be 0.19 deg corresponding to the angle

Here, the num ber of th e biexcitons increased at the k=O s tate corres ponding to the enhancement
of the PC s ignal in the experiment is evalu ated.

of 0.07 deg insid e the sample. The detectable region of the wave number of biexcitons due to this
divergence, l'lk •.,, is obtain ed to be

The number of the coherent k=O biexcitons created by th e co unter- pro pagating pump laser

l'lkx,y -2 x kpsin(0.07 °) = 1.1 x10 3 cm-1

(4-8),

beams, N.' , satisfies the following rate eqaution
where k, is the wav e number of the probe light.
dNn? _ ~ _ y No
dt - E ,
mm

(4-5),

where J,,, is th e abso rbed intensity of the pump light. S is th e area of th e laser spo t on th e sample
surface. y. is the decay rate of biexcitons and is adopted here as the inv ers ion of th e rad iative
lifetim e of biexcitons, SOps"''· E. is the biexciton energy, 6.37164eV'"'. By solving the eq.(4-5)
asumming the s teady s tate condition, N.' is obtained to be
Nn?=

~
Ym

Em

=4.0

X

On the other hand, the phase matching condition for the generation of th e PC lig ht, which is
mentioned in Append ix B, limits the detectable region of th e z-component of the wave vector of
biexcitons. Using eq.(B-24), this region is obtained to be
3
1
l'lk z - 1L
d = 1 .5 x 10 cm-

(4-9),

where d=21(lm is the the sample thickness.

10 7

If we assume that the biexcitons are confined in the excited volume by the laser light that is
(4-6).
shown in Fig.4-27, one can easily calculate the biexciton mod es. Here, the excited volume is

The enhancement of the PC s ignal in the presence of the in coherent pump light was about 30%.
assumed to be a retangular so lid ins tead of a disk in order to s implify the calculation. Th e biex citon
Therefore, corresponding increase of the number of the biexcitons at the k=O s tate , N .,'. is
Nu?c = 0.3 Nn? = 1.2

X

modes in the detectable region of the biexciton wave vector are s hown in Fig. 4-28. From this

10 7

(4-7).

figure, the number of modes detectable in the experimental condition is obtained to be 22.

In the discussion above, the PC signal is thought to be only due to the k=O biexcitons.
Assuming that the PC signal observed in the experiment is equally dis tributed these modes, the
How ever, the signal du e to the biexcitons having finite wave vectors in the vicinity of k=O (exactly
occupation number of the lowest energy state corresponding to the enhancement of the PC s ignal
to say , this signal is not the PC light but the four wave mixing light ) was detectable because a
is found to be at least N.,'/22=5.5x10'. This number is thought to be macroscopic.
finite (but very small) solid angle of the detection was present in the experiment. Hereafter, w e
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Fig.4-26 Schematic illustration of the relation between th e divergence of the
probe beam, A, and the detectable four wave mixing light, B
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Fig .4-28 Biexction modes in phase space which arc observable in the
experimental condition

Fig.4-27 Area of the sample and the coordinates used for the calculation of th e
biexciton mode
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4-4-2. Evaluation of the biexciton density

In order to discuss these experimen tal results in the relation of the BEC, evaluation of the
biexciton density is important.
From eq.(l-2), the critical density ofbiexcitons for the BEC , n.', is obtained to be

(T = 2K)

(4-10).

The density of the coherent biexcitons created by the pump beams, n.', can be obtained from the

Biexciton state

number of the coherent biexcitons obtained in last subsection by dividing by the volume of the
Molecular
formation

system, Sd, as

nmo =~
Sd

=2 ·4

x 10 14 cm·3

Radiative decay

( 4-11).

Exciton state

This density is much smaller than n.'.
The density of the incoherent biexcitons created by the incoherent pump light can be evaluated
by using the kinetics of exciton-biexciton system shown in Fig.4-29. The rate equations for

Excitation

Exciton decay

excitons and biexcitons in this kinetics are given as

d~tm

=

dne
dt
=

1

~

2
nc - Ym Om

2

-11 Tic + Ym Om - Yc Tic+

_

___;L.__ _ _ _ _ _.....~..._ _

Ground state

(1-R) line

Lx Emc

(4-12) ,
Fig . 4-29 Kinetics of the biexciton and exciton system used for the evaluation
of th e density of in coherent biexcitons

where
n. : Biexciton density
n, : Exciton density
11 : Biexciton formation rate (6x1o·• cm'/s)'"''
Y•

Radiative decay rate of biexcitons {l/(50ps))~''

y,

Decay rate of excitons {l/(5ns))"''

J., : Intensity of the incoherent pump light
R : Reflectivity of the CuCl crystal at the photon energy of the incoherent pump light (0.5)
L : Excitation depth of th e incoherent pump light

E.,: Photon energy of th e incoherent pump light (3.20286eV).
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Recent developments of pico-second pulse lasers and its detection systems make researches on
the dynamics of the T-exciton polaritons possible. Fig.4-30 shows the group velocities of the Texciton polariton in CuC J"''· The gro up velocities obtained experimentally coincide well with th e
values calculated from the dispersion curve of the T-exciton polariton. Fig.4-31 shows the
scattering rate of propagating polaritons in weak excitation regime in a high quality crystal"''· From
these results, it was found that the T-exciton polariton prop agates - 10~m ballis tically. Th erefore,
the excitation depth of the incoherent pump light was assumed here to be th e ballistic propagation
length of the incid en t polaritons th at are converted from the in coherent pump light at the sample
s urface. For the case of the non -degenerate PC ex periment, th e excitation depth can be calculated
by the following equation because the monochromatic lase r light was us ed for the in coherent pump
light.

~

6
a:

• :lt2E(18pm)BACK\AIARD
:lt3B(14pm)BACKWARD
• :lt6A(12pm)BACKWARD .
.. :lt6A(12pm)FORWARD

g~

w

z
w Er
z

L= _ _v-"g_ _

Ysc + l'jn,

(4 - 13),

0

b 3-200

where

I
o_

v, : Group velocity of the incident polariton (1.5x10' cm/s)'"'

LP "
0

y K: Scattering rate of the incident polariton in weak excitation regime (1x10's·')'"'.

Here, the collision rate of the incident polaritons due to the biexciton formation, l']n,, that is

10-3

expected to exist in high intensity excitation regime is considered.
After inserting eq.(4-13) into eq.(4-12), n, and n. are obtained assuming the steady state
conditions as

_:!d+
l1 ,(

Fig.4-30 Group velocity of the T-exciton polaritons in CuCl at 2K "''
Solid lines show theoretical curves calculated from the dispersion
relation. LP and UP denote the lower-branch polariton and the upperbranch polar iton, respectively.

I (1-R)Iinc _""!!:.. 1( 1+

VgEinc

l1

2(1-R)ysc iinc
)
(1-R•) line Ye 2
( v E·
- -;;-) l1 Vg E;nc
g

IOC

'I

Vg / c

(4-14)

(4-15).
n, and n. calculated by eqs . (4-14) and (4-15) are shown in Fig.4-32 as a function of I ••. In Fig.
4-33, the numb er of biexcitons, N. =n. SL, calculated by eqs.(4-13), (4-14) and (4-15) and the
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Fig. 4-31 Scattering probability per unit time (momentum relaxation rate) of the
lower-branch polariton obtained experimentally (open circles)'"''
Solid line represents the inelastic-scattering probability of the lowerbranch polariton obtained theoretically for the one-LA-phonon
emission at 2K.

Fig . 4-32 Densities of excitons, n,, and biexcitons, n., as a function of the
intensity of the incoherent pump light
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excitation depth calculated by eq. (4-13) and (4-14) are shown as a function of!.".
By using these resu lts, th e peak intensity and th e spectral width of th e PC light are plotted as a
function of the biexciton density in Fig.4-34. It was found that th e enhancement and the spectral
narrowing of the PC ligh t are observed around n.'. Th is result s ugges ts that these ph enomena are
the results of th e macroscopic increase of th e occupation numb er and the enhancement of th e
coherence of th e k=O biexciton state du e to the BEC of biexcitons.
On the other hand, the dens ity at w hich the distance between biexcitons is same as the biexciton
(/)

z

diameter is estimated as

0

t
u

><
w
......

Nm / /
/

/

(4-16),

~--/

where a. is the diam eter of a biexciton and adopted here as the s um of th e distance between

1=0

excitons which compose a biexciton'"' and the twice of Bohr radius of exciton, a.-2.9nm. In th e
density region of n.- 1 O"cn,-', decrease of the the PC signal and broadening of th e specrral wid th of

L
the reson ance were observed. Th ese phenomena can be interpreted as an ap pearance of the
ins tabiliy of th e biexciton s tate.
On the other hand, it was found that the new nonlinear emission associated with the decay
process of a biexciton due to the collision with an exciton appeared in th e excitation intensity region

INTENSITY (kW /Cm 2 )

where the decrease of the PC signal was observed. Details of this new nonlinear emission and
corresponding collision process are explained in Appendix C. One can suppose that following

Fig.4-33 Number of biexcitons, N., and the excitation depth of the incoherent
pump light, L, as a function of the intensity of the in co herent pump
light

things occurs where the such collision process is predominantly present.
1) Coherence of the biexciton state is easily broken.
2) Biexciton density does not increase with the increase of the intens ity of the excitation light.
3) Nonelastic interaction between an exciton and a biexciton is dominant.
1) may cause the decrease of the PC signal and th e broadening of the spectral width of th e
resonance. 2) and 3) may change the shift of the biexciton energy (Discussions about th e shift of
the biexciton energy are given in the next subsection.). In order to understand these phenomena
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qualitatively and consistently, kinetics of excitons and biexcitons in very high density regim e
should be examined . This is stiU an open problem.
On the other hand, the evaluation of the density of the incoherent biexcitons in the generate PC
experiment is very difficult because the spectrum of the incoherent pump light was very broad to
cover th e z,-exciton band. In order to evaluate the density of the incoherent biexcitons in this case,
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with a single linear polarized laser beam tuned to the two-photon absorption peak of biexcitons .
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The biexciton density from the laser source can be estimated by measuring the two-photon
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absorbance of the transmitted laser beam and was obtained to be 4. 7xlO"cm·' for a laser intensity
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theM-emission intensity obtained with the incoherent pump light was compared with that obtained

this value by Cd!L where C=41 is th e ratio of biexciton lumin escence intensity due to the

u

incoherent pump light (400kW/cm') and laser light (lOOkW/cm'), L<l~m is th e excitation depth of

C/l

the incoherent pump light and d=21~m is the sample thickness. Finally, n. =4.0xlO"cm·' was

w
p...

obtained for the experimental condition. This value coincides the value obtained in the experiment

0.0
1020

BIEXCITON DENSITY (em·')
Fig.4-34 Peak intens ity and the spectral width of the PC light as a function of
the den s ity of biexcitons.
The procedure of the estimation of the biexciton density is explained in
th e tex t. The values of the peak intensity and th e spectral width are
normarized to those of the PC light in the absence of the incoherent
pump ligh t.

in the non-degenerate configuration .

higher den sity region is not clear at present.

4-4-3. Shift of the biexciton energy

Figure 4 _3 5 shows the shift of the resonant energy of the k=O biexciton state as a function of th e
biexciton density estimated in last subsection in log-Jog scale.
M.Inoue et a!. have calculated the biexciton energy by using the following Hamiltonean
•

•

•

•

•

including the biexciton-biexciton and exctton-btexctton mteracttons as

H=

L (Em(k) - lim) C~ Ck + L (Ec(k) - lie) B~ Bk
k

+

01)

k

5lf.....

2
(Bk,

:z: ct.q c~.-q ck. ck + v :Z:
k,k",q

c~.q

Bt.q Bk· ck

k,k',q

>
Q)

:i.

Bt •) : annihilation and creation operator of exciton

0
0
0

of biexciton
(4-17),

0
0

10

where E. and E. are the energies of a biexciton and a exciton, respectively . li• and li• are the

0

chemical potential of a biexciton and a exciton, respectively.
As the results, they found that the biexciton energy shifts to high energy side and that this shift
is proportional to the biexciton density. Quantitative estimation of this shift is not easy because th e

1
10 16

10 20
BIEXCITON DENSITY (cm· 3)

strength of the interaction between biexcitons is not known exactly. However, by assuming that
the scattering length of biexcitons is the diameter of a biexciton, the shift, that corresponds to the
change of the chemical potential of biexcitons, can be estimated along their procedure as,

= 5.25 X 10 -l 6 Om (11cV)

Fig. 4-35 Energy shift of the PC light as a function of the density of
biexcitons c•91
The procedure of the estimation of the biexciton density is explained in
the preceding sub-section. Solid line shows the change of the chemical
potential of biexcitons obtained theoretically.

(4-18)

where
fo : biexciton-biexciton scattering length

~ 2.9 nm

The result of the eq.(4-18) is shown by a solid line in Fig.4-35. Only in the lowest excitation
case, the observed shift corresponded to that theoretically estimated. The origin of the deviation in
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to indicate that a seed (provided by the counter-propagate coherent p ump 1·1g ht) IS
· necessary to

4-5. Conclusions and future prospects

achieve a true cond ensate within the pump duration.
In this work, the k=O biexciton state, which has been very difficult to be examined by the
observation of th e biexciton emission, was examined by the PCS.

In this work, the transient behavior of the phase transition as well as the cooling process of
biexcitons cou ld not be examined. ln future, applications of this method to the time resolved

As th e results,

1) Enhancement of the PC signal by the injection of the incoherent pump ligh t was observed both
in the degenerate configuration and in the non-degenerate configuration.
2) Such enhancement of the PC signal was found to depend on the sample quality very much and
to be observed only in samples of high quality.

spectroscopy will make clea r these points. Recent developments of short pulse laser techniques
will make us possible to detect the transient process of the phase transition. Such study is not so
easy in other system like liquid 'He·
On the other hand, the light source with a long pulse duration or a contineous wave (CW) to

3) Enhancement and the spectral narrowing of the PC light were found to occur correlatively,

generate a high density of incoherent biexcitons will help us to study the spontaneous formation of

suggesting the increase of the occupation number and the enhancement of the coherence of the k

the BEC. The developments of such light source are demanded for further progresses of this
research.

=0 biexciton state.
4) Small blue shift of the resonant energy of the k=O biexciton was observed, suggesting the
change of the chemical potential of biexcitons.
5) Enhancement of th e PC signal was observed only for the excitaiton of the incoherent pump light
in the region of strong linear absorption of excitons.

The method developed in this work is applicable not only to th e biexciton sys tem in CuCl but
also to any exciton and biexciton system that has th e third order optical nonlinearity. Similar
experiments on other systems will help us to understand th e phenomena observed in this work and
the BEC of the exciton and biexciton systems.

6) Enhancement of the PC signal was found to appear und er the injection of a high density of
incoherent biexcitons corresponding to the critical density for the BEC.
7) Occupation number of the k=O biexciton state corresponding to the enhancement of the PC
signal was very large, i.e. , 5.5xlO' at least.
Then, it can be attributed to the results of the BEC of biexcitons.
In principle, one can expect that the appearance of the PC signal in the absence of the counterpropagating pump light where the biexciton density from the incoherent pump light alone exceeds
the critical density if the time for the BEC formation is shorter than the pulse duration of the
incoherent pump light. So far, we were unable to detect any PC signal under the such condition
within the noise limit. Our results , which are thought to be sensitive to the phase coherence, seem
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5. Conc!ution and futur e prospects of th e th es is

s uggesting the increase o f th e occupation number and th e enh ancement of th e co herence of th e k=O
biexciton s tate.

The k-0 biexciton state which is very important not only for th e s tud y of the large optical
nonlinearity ass oci ted with the two-photon resonance of biexcitons but also for the study of the BoseEinstein condensation of biexcitons was examined by nonlinear spectroscopy methods.

4) Small blue shift of the resonant energy of the k=O biexciton w as ob served, s ugges ting th e change
of the chemical potential of biexcitons .
5) Enhancement of the PC signal was observed only for the ex citaiton of the in coherent pump light in
the region of strong linear absorption of excitons.

By the high resolution nonlinear polarization spectroscopy that was carried out with developing. a
new laser system of very high resolution, following facts were found:

incoherent biexcitons corresponding to the critical density for the BEC.

1) The spectral width of the two-photon resonance of the k-0 biexciton state under the weak
excitation limit showed sample dependence and was obtained to be 24!J.eV for the sample #1 and
36!J.eV for the sample #2, respectively. These widths correspond to the phase relaxation times of

7) Occupation number of the k=O biexciton state corresponding to the enhancement of the PC signal
was very large, i.e., 5.5x10' at least.
Therefore, these phonomena can be attributed to the result of the BEC of biexcitons.
8) Detection of the PC signal in the absence of the counter-propagating coherent pump light was not

52ps and 36ps, respectively.
2)

6) Enhancement of the PC signal was found to appear under the injection of a high den s ity of

I xQ' I at the peak of the resonance of the k-0 biexcitons were obtained to be (3.0 ± 0. 9) X

10~ esu

successful where the biexciton density from the incoherent pump light alone exceeds the critical
density for the BEC. This result seems to indicate that a seed (th e coherent k=O biexcitons provided

for the sample #1 and (1. 7 ± 0. 6) X 10~ esu for the sample #2, respectively.
by the counter-propagate coherent pump light) is necessary to achieve a true condensate within the
3) The saturation of

I x'''l

and the broadening of the spectral width of the biexciton resonance were

pump duration.

found to occur beyond the excitation intensity of 1kW /em'.
4) The validity of the effective mass approximation of biexcitons in the vicinity of k=O was confirmed

By overlooking these researches, one can imagine the a direction of the research on quantum optics

to be valid .
using the biexciton system in CuCI. As mentioned in Chapter 1 and 3, the two-photon resonance of
biexcitons is very efficient and suitable to generate the two-photon(polariton) pair from the decay of
By the phase conjugation spectroscopy, following facts were found:
1) Enhancement of the PC signal by the injection of the incoherent pump light was observed both in

the k=O biexciton. Generation of the PC light associated with the k=O biexcitons does correspond to
the generation of the degenerate two-photon(polariton) pair as mentioned in Chapter 4. On the other

the degenerate configuration and in the non-degenerate configuration .
hand, the enhancement of the PC signal observed in this work can be interpreted as an amplification
2) Such enhancement of the PC signal was found to depend on the sample quality very much and to

of the PC signal by using the quantum statistics of Bose particles . Therefore, it can be used for the

be observed only in samples of high quality.
amplification of the two-photon(polariton) pair creation. It seems interesting to consider the
3) Enhancement and the spectral narrowing of the PC light were found to occur correlatively,
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phenomena observed in this work in the relation with the development of the two-photon laser'"'. The
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knowledge obtained in this work will contribute to new developments in such a research field.
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It is well-known that the thermal distribution of ideal Bose particles at a temperature, T, obeys

the Bose-Einstein distribution as
f(Ei) = -exp_{_
(E;--~~)L/ko_
T_
} --1-

(A-1) ,

because a single quantum state can be occupied by the plural number of Bose particles at a same
time. Here, E, is the kinetic energy of the particle. ko is Boltzmann constant. Jl is the chemical
potential and is determined by the relation of

N

=2:, -e-x-p{~(E;--I.J..')-1k-o~T}---1-

(A-2),

where N is the total number of the particle.
As the temp erature decreases, Jl increases and finally becomes zero from a negaive value. Below
a certain temperature, particles start collapsing into the E, =0 state. This is the second order phas·e
transition called the Bose-Einstein condensation . In this phase, the total number of the particles is
given as

(A-3),
where V and m are the volume of the system and the mass of the particle, respectively. The first
term, N(O), is written as

N(O)= _ _1 . _ _ _
exp(-~/koT)

-1

(A-4).

This is the number of the particles that occupy the lowest energy state, i.e., the Er =0 state. The
second term in eq.(A-3) represents the number of the particles that occupy the excited state and is
denoted here by N'. The temperature of this phase transition, T', which is called the critical
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temperature, is determined by th e condition of

Appendix B. Optical phase-conjugation (PC)'"'

N=N'

(A-5).
In C hapter 4, the PC signal at the GTA is adopted as the probe of the k-0 biexciton state. Here,

Then, Tis explicit ly given as

Tc

the generat ion of the PC light and its character are explained .

=__!L_ (_n__)~
2rcmksT 2.612

(A-6},

w here n=N I Y is th e particle density.

B-1. Generation of the PC light and its polarization selection rule

On the other hand, if the dens ity of the particles can be increased keeping the temperature
constant, there is a certain density beyond that particles collapse into theE; =0 state. This dens ity,
n', is called the critical density and given as

Generally, when light enters into medium, the polarization, P , is generated in the medium as a
response of the medium to th e light field. Each component of the polarization, Pr, in Cartesian
coordinate can be written by using each component of th e electric fields of the incident light, Er, as

(A-7).
follows,
Pi =

"\'

,!.

"\'

{!)

X ij Ej(r,t)

(3)

+ LJ Xijkl Ej(r,t)Ek(r,t)Et(r,t)
jkl

+
+(s imilar terms including time differentiation)

(B-1).

P has linear dep endence onE in the first term. We call such polarization the linear polarization, P L.
On the other hand , P has non lin ear dependence on E in term s below th e seco nd term. We call them
th e nonlin ear polarizations, P NL. P NL can be neglected when E is small. However, when E is large
and resonates a certain level, it can not be neglected .
By carrying out the Fourier transformation of eq.(B-1), we obtain the expression of P by the
terms which are function s of w including the frequ ency dependent susceptibility ,
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x,

as

+?

1 dw2x~ 2(-w 1 ,w2 ,w3 )Ej(w 2 , r)Ek(WJ, r)
2

jk

+

th en the wave vector of this polarization is -k, , which is comp letely opposite to th e wave vector of

ei(k,+ k,)· r

Co.ll>W)"""'J

?{

)"'2~-4~

jkl

the probe lig ht. Therefore, th e amplitude and spatial character of the mixed light wave indu ced by

dwzdWJX~f~1 (-w 1,wz,WJ, w4)Ej(Wz, r)Ek( W3, r)E,( W4, r) ei( k,+k,+k. )· r

this nonlin ear polarization is proport ional to the phase conjugation of those of the probe light. This
mixed light is called the phase conjugation light.

+
G. Mizutani calculated the third order nonlin ear susceptibility,

x'".

using the density matrix

(B-2),
according to the four levels model of excitons and biexcitons in CuCI as show n in Fig. B-2'"'. He
where E(wr, r) e•' is the Wr component of the Fourier transformed E(r, t).
obtained the expression of the third order nonlinear polarization, P ,.1' 1, as
Hereafter, we consider the case where the electric field is expressed by th e sum of three plan e
(B-6)
waves as

a(w) =

4

E(r,t) =

L E(w;,r) ei(kr r-wrt)
(B-3).

i=2

3NIIJ.Tl YTg.L
YTgJi ((E-r-llw)-iYTg.L I( (E-r-llw)2 +Yig.L )

~(w) = _

In this case, the terms which are proportional to EEE as

2NIIJ.TJ~IJ.m~

2

(CEm-21lw )-iYmg.l )( (E-r-llw)-iYTg.l )2

(B-7) ,

where YTu and YTu are the longitudinal and transverse damping constants between the T- exciton
(B-4).
s tate and th e groun d state, respectively. Y•u is the longitudinal damping cons tant between th e
appear six times in th e third term of eq.(B-2).
In eqs.(B-1)(B-2)(B-4), we express the amplitude of the electric field by E. How ever, E•,
which is th e complex conjugate of E, can appear in the equations ins tead of E. In this case, the

biexciton state and the T-exciton state. ]J.Ta and J.l.•T are th e dipole matrix elements between the Texciton state and the ground state and between the biexciton state and the T-exciton state,
respectively. ET and E. are the energ ies of the T-exciton and the biexciton, respectively. N is the

signs of wand k should be changed.
Here, we consider the case where three laser beams that have the same photon energy enter ·a

electron density.
The first and second terms in eq.(B-6) represent the nonlinearity th at resonate one photon

nonlinear medium. The geometry of the three laser beams is shown in Fig.B-1. In this case, we
transition of excitons (scattering by exciton population grating). Whereas, the third term represents
can find a third order nonlinear polarization as
p(3)(

;

)

'\'

w,r = LJ
)kl

the nonlinearity that resonates the biexciton state (scattering of the coherent k=O biexcitons). Each

6X;jkt(-w,w,w,-w)Er,j(w,r)Eb,k(w,r)Ep,,(w,r)e''(kr+k,-k,)·r-wtt
(3)
•
.J
\
(B-5),

where Er, E, and E, are the electric fields of the pump(forward) light, the pump(backward) light

term in eq. (B-6) can be selected experimentally by choosing the combination of the polarizations of
the incident light as shown in Fig.B-3.

and the probe light, respectively. k r, k, and k, are the respective wave vectors. Now, kr+k ,=O,
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Sample
Purnp(forward) (Et,k<)

Pmb~

~

Purnp(backward) (E.,k.)

Signal

Fig. B-1 Geometry for the phase-conjugation

enhanced
by
1-pho ton resonant
transition

enhanced
by
2-photon resonant
transition

biexciton

ET
T-exciton (y-component)

T-exciton (x-component)

Combination of polarizations
of incident light

Ground state

Fig. B-3 Polarization selection rule for the PC'"'

Fig. B-2 Four levels model used for the calculation of the third order nonlinear
susceptibility associated with the exciton-biexciton system in CuCI
(after ref.52)
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After in s ertin g eq. (B -9) into this eq uatio n, Fo urie r tra nsform atio n acco rd ing to time is carried o ut.

B-2. Ph ase matching cond ition

Th en, w e o bta in th e fo llow ing equ ation
In non-d egenerate config uration w here the frequ ency of the pump lig ht , wr=W•, is different from

rot rot E(w,r)-

OC E (w, r) =~ P NL(w,r)
c2

that of the prob e lig ht,

w,,

the frequ ency of the PC lig ht,

w,c, is

giv en as

full rotation al s ymm etry. When P NL is not negligibl e in eq. (B -15), P NL indu ces th e P C lig ht, E Mrx.

du e to the energy co nservation law. In this case, k rc{w,c) is different from the w ave vector of the
induced by the nonlinear polarization , kN L=kr+k•-k,=-k,.

H ere,

the spatial

development of th e PC light in the medium in such case is considered.

Th e electric field in th e medium , E o+EMrx, obeys eq. (B -15), w here E o is the electric fi eld witho ut
perturbation . Then, we obtain the result as
rot rot EMJx ( w, r) - OC EMJx( w, r) =
c2

~ PNL( w, r)
c2

The nonlinear polarization, PNL, induces the electric flux density , D , with th e electric field, E, as
D

(B-15).

H ere E is th e the dielectric constant in the medium. E is scalar w hen medium has cubic sy mm etry or

(B-8)

electric field

c2

(B-16)

because E o satis fies the relation of

=E+4:n:P =E+4:n:(PL+PNJ)

(B-9) .

=0

On the other hand, Maxwell equations for the system where no charge and no current are present

rot rot Eo - OC Eo

are given as

In ord er to solv e eq.(B-16), E"IX is assumed to be expressed by the produ ct of EMrxo(r) , which

rotE=-~~
c at

(B-10)

rotH=~ aD
c

c2

(B-17).

varies slowly according to space, and exp(ik,cr-wt) as
EMtx(w, r) = EMtxo(r) e(ikrc r -wt)

at

(B-18).

(B-11)

divD = 0

(B-12)

divB = 0

(B-13),

where cis the velocity of light.

Assuming that EMrx is perpendicular to k,c (transverse wave) and that the change of EMIX<{r) is
much slower than the change of 2:n:fk,c, Eq.(1-16) can be approximated as
.

-2i(krcV )E~uxo(r) e•k,c

r

=~
PNL(w,r)
2

(B -19).

c

Through eq.(B-ll)(B-12), PNL enters the Maxwell equations . Because D is determined from E
through eq.(B-9) and E is determined from D through eqs.(B-10)-(B - 13), eq.(B-9)--(B-13)
should be solved self-consistently. However, it is difficult to solve it when eq.(B-9) is nonlinear
on E. Then usually, it is solved assuming that P NL is small and can be treated as a perturbation.
By canceling H in eq.(B-10)(B-11) assuming 11=1, the following equation is obtained

From this equation with the initial conditions for P "L(w , r) and EMrxo(r) , the development of the
mixed wave, EMrxo(r), can be calculated.
When the nonlinear polarization is excited in the medium as

PNl_( w, r)

=P~ ei k NI:

(B-20),

r

the spatial evolution of the PC light is calculated by the equation of

(B-14).
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~ = jlru!i_po
dz

kpce2

eiH· r

(B-21),

NL
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8 -3 . Observations of the PC in CuC I

wh ere t. k is g iven as
(8 -22) .
In ord er to make discuss ion simple, we ass um e here th at the direction of k NL is along z-axis and
that th e PC lig ht develops ob ey ing eq.(8 -2 1) from E""o(z= O)=O in th e sa mple. In this case,

The observations of the PC s ignal associated w ith the exciton and b iexciton reso nances in CuC I
were done by G. Mizutani et al. '"'and L. L. Chase et al. '"'. L. L. C hase et al. noticed the PC s ignal at
the two-photon res onance of biex citons and evalu ated the valu e of relevant

E.,.o(z=d) , wh ere d is the sampl e thickn ess , is obtain ed as

I x'" I . On th e oth er

hand , G.Mizutani et al. noticed the polarization depend ence of th e P C generation associated w ith
excitons and biexcitons .
(8-23).

Figure B-4 shows the excitation sp ectra of the PC light in the degen erate configuration obtain ed

Thus , I E.,., I has the maximum at l'>k =O, i.e. , krc=k NL. This condition correspond s to the

by G.Mizutani et al. '" '· The remarkable enhancement of the PC light around the two-photon

degenerate config uration, i.e. , W•c= wr-w.=w,. How ever, if t.k is large and not satisfy th e

resonant energy of biexcitons observed in Fig.8-4(d) is due to the 2w coherence that is generate by

condition of

the biexciton resonance. They thought that the sharp dip observed just at the two-photon resonant
energy of biexcitons was caused by the two-photon absorption of biexcitons by the combinati on of

t.k z "'ll..
d

(8-24) ,
the intense las er light and the generated PC light. On the other hand, the broad s tructure observed

IE•,., I' becomes small'" '. Eq.(8-24) is called the phase matching condition.
in higher energy region in Fig .B-4(b)(c) is thought to be due to the population grating of th e TThe phase matching condition can be thought to correspond to the uncertainty relation betw een
exciton . On e can see in these figures that the polarization selection rule mentioned in th e section B- .
the uncertainty of the momentum (t. p.=ll<'> k,) and the uncertainty of the position (<'>z=d) in the finite
sizeofthemedium , t.p. t.z-nh = h/2.

1 holds good.
In Fig. B-5, monochromized PC light in the non-degenerate configuration is shown'"'· It is clear
that the PC light appears in the energy position opposite to the probe light against the pump light.
Intensity spectra of the PC signal in the non-degenerate configuration as a function of the photon
energy of the probe light are shown in Fig. B-6. It is clear that the efficien cy for the generation of
the PC signal in the non-degenerate configuration is determined by the phas e matching condition
mentioned in the section B-2.
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Fig.B-4 Excitation spectra of the degen erate PC light for d ifferent polarization
configurations of the incident light beams <"l
(a) Er // E, II E,, (b) Er II E, 1 E,, (c) Er 1 E, II E,,
(d) Er II E, 1 E,.

Fig. B-5 Spectra of the PC lig ht in th e non -d egenerate configuration '"'
The photon energy of the pump beams was set at 3.1862eV and is
indicated by an arrow. The phase -conjugate light and the scatter of th e
probe beam are seen as th e broad peak and th e narrow peak,
respectively.
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Appendix C. New nonlinear emission associated with scattering betw een an exciton and a
biexciton<St>>

C-1. Introdu ction

.-

"0

h...,•J.t95~V

h ..... • 3.1859tV
I

Th e inten sity of the PC signal started decreasing when the biexciton density was over a certain

I

Oyt Lasrr

r"'{f-

density. In the thesis, we supposed th at this decrease was due to the appearance of the instability of

c:i.
X

"'
Vl

c:

"'c:

,J

the biexciton state because the es timated biexciton density where the decrease was observed is
close to n.''. Recently, we found that a new decay process of biexcitons from the observation of
emission spectra of CuCl in such a high intensity excitation regime. One can think that such

"1-f\4,,

1\~·'

collision process will also make the biexciton state uns table. Here, we explain the details of this
emission and the reas on why this emission is thought to be related to the decay process of

1

biexcitons.

N

'

'0
.X

"'

u

0
1161.

11 66

).195

3.188 119)

Photon Energy 1'1w 1

(

) .\97

eV )

Fig. B-6 Intensity spectra of the PC light in the non-degenerate configuration'"'
The top of the figure shows the experimental results. The bottom of th e
figure shows the res ults of the calculation of the phase matching
condition.
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C-2 . Experiment

F igure C-1 shows examp les of the emission spectra in the M-emission region at several
intens ities of the excitation light. Laser light from a dye laser (BBQ in p-dioxane) excited by an
excim er lase r (Lamb da Physik 53MSC) was used as th e excitation lig ht. The photon energy, the

CuCI

2K

s pectral width and the pulse duration of the excitation light were 3.2088eV, SOlleY and 10ns,
respecti vely. The spo t size of th e excitation ligh t on the sample s urface was abou t 100!-lm.
Emissions were observed at the right ang le to the direction of the excitation light throu g h a
monochromator. Sample was a CuCI block crys tal (4x5x10mm') s upplied by Prof. E. Mohler arid
was cooled in an immers ion type cryostat at 2K.

c

::J

In a weak excitation intens ity, the emiss ions tho ug ht to be Me- and MT-emission s were

.0
,__
ro

observed. The reason why the intensity of Mr-emiss ion is weaker th an that of Me-em iss ion is

>-

thought to be du e to the reabsorption processes of MT·emission, because the emiss ions pass a long
distance abo ut 50ftnl of th e excitation region wh ere a lot of T-exciton s th at absorb th e Mr-emission

t:

(J)

zw

f-

z

arc present. The sharp dip at 3 . 163eV is due to the two-photon absorption of biex citon s by th e
combination of th e excitation laser light and an emitted photon.
As the intensity of the excitation light increased, the emission indicated by an arrow in the fig ure
appeared in th e MT·emiss ion reg ion and increased remarkably. Fig . C-2 shows the integrated
intens ities of this new emission and M-emission as a function of th e intensity of th e excitation
light. It was found that this new emission increased more than square of the intens ity of th e

3.15

3.16

3.17

3 .18

EMISSION PHOTON ENERGY (eV)

excitation light at th e appearance. On the other hand , the intens ity of M-emiss ion saturated
suddenly at th e appearance of th e new emission. Therefore, the new emission is thought to be
associated with some decay processes of biexcitons.

Fig.C-1 Emission spectra in theM-emission regio n of CuC I at 2K at several
excitation intensities.
Th e photon energy of the excitation light is 3.2088eV. Th e intensities
of the excitation light are shown in the figur e.

Figure C-3 shows th e emission spectra at several photon energies of the excitation light, E. The
excitation intens ity was 40MW/cm'. With the increase of E,, the intensity of Me-emission increases
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until it reaches th e energy region of th e T-exciton. In this reg ion, Me-emiss ion ap pears do minan tl y.
This phen o meno n is interpreted as th e reabsorption processes of MT·emission mentioned above.
Howev er, wh en E<> E,-{kT= O) , the energy of the T-exciton at zero wave vecto r, a new s tructu re th at
is th e new nonlin ear emission mentioned above appears separately. This s tru cture s hifts tow ard the

10' .------------------------------.
h igh energy sid e as E, increases . Wh en E,>E<.{ke= O), the energy of the L-exciton at zero w ave
vecto r, th e intensity of the new nonlinear emiss io n decreases and Me-emiss ion becomes clear
again.
Fig ure C-4 s hows a contou r map of the intens ity of emissions as f unctions of E, and th e ph oton

10 3

energy of the emis sion, E.. Around the L-T gap region, the relatio n of E, and E. is expressed
,....__

emp irically as

c

~

.D

....

~
>,

(C-1) ,

10 2
w here E.' and D. LT are the bind ing energy of a biexciton and the L-T splitting of the z,-excito n at k=

·u;
c

~

c

0, res pectively . From th e definitions of E. ' and D. LT as
(C-2 )

10 1
(C-3) ,

o N ew emiss ion

'
I

•

I

eq . (A- 1) is w eritten as

M-emiss ion

(C-4}.

10 0

100

10

1

Ex cit atio n Inten sit y (kW/ cm

As an in terpretatio n of this eq uation, one can im ag ine a co llis ion process between and inciden t
po lar ito n and a biexciton wh ich res ults in the creation of an emitted photo n, an L-exciton and aT-

2
)

excito n as
F ig . C -2 The integrated intens ities of the M-emission and the new no nlin ea r
em ission as a fun ctio n of th e intens ity of the excitatio n lig ht
Th e photo n energy of th e excitation lig ht was 3.2088eV.

in cid ent exciton (po larito n) + biexciton
-> emitted pho ton + L-exciton + T -ex cito n (po lariton) .
Fo r more quan titativ e d iscuss io n, it is necessary to take th e mom entum conservatio n and the
dis pers io ns of the relevant excito ns s tates into acco unt as
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Fig.C-3 Emission spectra in theM-emission region of CuCl
photon energies of th e excitation light'"'
(a) 3.1891, (b) 3.1909, (c) 3.1927, (d) 3. 1945,
(f) 3.1980, (g) 3.1998, (h) 3.2016, (i) 3.2034,
(k) 3.2070, (I) 3.2088, (m) 3.2106, (n) 3 . 2123,
and (p) 3.2159 eV. The intensity of the excitation light
surface was 40MW/cm'.
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at 2K at several
(e) 3.1962,
U) 3.2052,
(o) 3.2142
on th e sample

Fig. C-4 Contour map of the intensity of the emission as functions of the
photon energies of the excitation light and the emitted light '"'
EL(O) and El{O) are the energies of the L-exciton and the T-exciton of
zero wave vector, respectively. The intensity of the excitation light on
th e samp le surface was 40MW /em'.
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(C-5)
(C-6).
To simplify th e analys is, let th e wave vector of biexcitons to be zero. The energy and
mom entum conservations are given by

It seems difficu lt to identify the position of the edge in the relevant emission spectrum shown in

Fig.C-3 . Howev er, we can see th at th e s hape of the spectrum is asymmetrical and has a tail toward
the low energy side . These facts migh t show the presence of the edge. The gradient of th e peak
shift of the new emission could be estimated instead of the edge to be 0.6, which corres ponds to

(C-7)

the value, 0.58, estimated by the simple model mentioned above.
For more quantitative analysis of the spectral shape of the new nonlinear emiss ion , following

(C-8) ,
things s hould be considered:
where the wave vector of th e scattered photon is neglected.
1) State density of the relevant excitation quantum
The dispersions of the T- and L-exciton are given by the effective mass approximation
2) Distribution of th e relevant excitation quantum ink-space
neglecting th e polariton effects of the T -exciton as
3) Polariton effects of the T-exciton
(C-9)

4) Momentum dependence of the efficiency of the collision.
But, it is impossible at present due to the lack of informations. However, 2) and 3) will contribute

(C-10),
with mr=2. 30mo and mc=3.14mo, where mo is the electron rest mass.

to extinguish the high energy edge of the spectrum. Such effects can be seen in the spectra
qualitatively .

Eq. (C-7) is then rewritten as

(C-11) ,
where we regarded the incident exciton as aT-exciton.
For a given E,, E. becomes maximum under the condition of

(C-12).
Therefore, the spectrum of the new emission atE, has to have an edge on th e high energy side, E.',
at

(C-13).
Namely, E.' will shift linearly as a function of E, with a gradient of

(C-14).
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C-3. Conclusion
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